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Abstract
Among the most critical and troublesome difficulties when managing systems of
appointments for outpatients, are those related to the pattern of arrivals: walk-in patients,
early patients, late patients, and patients that do not show up. This work addresses these
challenges in a multi-server system, with one station through a proposed approach named
Flexible Appointment Rules (FAR). These rules are flexible in the sense that they involve
the use of a ‘window of punctuality’ for scheduling appointments; they release the
constraint of simultaneous appointments when more than one server (physician) is
available, they allow the presence of patients without a previous appointment, and they
manage the priorities of patients in a dynamic way. In this way, FAR addresses multiple
challenges, such as the allowance of walk-in patients, multiple parallel servers, early
patients, late patients, and when scheduled patients do not arrive. In this study, FAR has
been evaluated and compared with traditional rules, with the evaluation concluding that
this system is more efficient in regards to the total cost of the implementation of the
appointment system, as well as an indicator of satisfaction of patients. The evaluation is
made through a discrete event simulation model that considers randomness at the time of
arrival of appointed and not appointed patients, as well as in the duration of the service.
Results suggest performing experimental research in actual endeavors with the expectation
of having a positive impact of FAR on punctuality patterns on patients helping to provide
an even better global performance of the system.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

It has been statistically proven that the budget for health care, compared across all federal
sectors in 2016, ranges from a 34.3 percent aggregate program spending, in Quebec, to
43.2 percent, in Ontario. Any adjustments made to the amount of money spent on health
care, i.e. any changes to the federal fiscal healthcare budget, has the power to alter a
government’s total fiscal budget significantly. Adjustments to these spending sums will
also lead to an impact in the education and social services sector, as well as tax
competitiveness. From 2001 to 2016, expenditures by provincial governments on health
care increased by 116.4 percent, significantly outpacing spending in other programs,
which was about 94.6 percent, and about 77.4 percent. GDP These numbers, therefore,
make it obvious that during the same period, spending on health care increased across all
the provinces in Canada, from 37.6 percent to 40.1 percent. Furthermore, while the total
provincial spending on health care in 2001 represented only 6.0 percent of Canada’s GDP,
that number had grown to 7.3 percent by 2016 [2].
When other characteristics are considered such as population growth and aging, increasing
demand of outpatients requiring care, and private healthcare spending budgets to this
blend, it is not surprising to realize that there is an increasing pressure on healthcare service
providers to improve their efficiency and effectiveness. Appointment scheduling systems
lie at the crossing point of proficient and punctual access to health services. Convenient
access is essential for acknowledging good medical experiences. It is also an essential
determinant of patient satisfaction [6].
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Therefore, healthcare managers and policymakers are in the position of considerable
political and social conflict and under intensive pressure to better manage their health care
services and decrease wait times to satisfactory levels without having to bear any extra
costs [50].
A very important and effective tool to accomplishing the above is the outlining of the
appointment scheduling systems, which are utilized by essential and primary care clinics,
to facilitate access to service providers, as well as hospitals to book and schedule elective
surgeries. There are multiple variables that may affect the performance of the appointment
systems, such as the arrival and service time fluctuation, patient and provider preferences,
accessible data, and technology, as well as the quality that comes with the high level of
experience of the staff. Moreover, a critical problem lies in the utilization of Industrial
Engineering and Operations Research (IE/OR) techniques [22].
Within the framework of management of appointment system for outpatients, the main
subject of this research, which in this case happen to be the most challenging and
burdensome of tasks, is related to the conducts of patients about arrivals. Among the most
exasperating of problems that healthcare administrators have to deal with are the
phenomena of no-shows, walk-ins and inconvenient patterns related to punctuality like the
high prevalence of too-early or too-late patients.
The goal of this thesis is to improve the outpatient’s appointment experience by
minimizing their waiting times and improving doctor utilization. This goal can achived by
by introducing improved scheduling rules without scarifying the quality of healthcare
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offering. The general attributes of a system for scheduling appointments and establishing
queuing policies should follow the following scheme:


Minimize the total lateness at the beginning of attention of scheduled patients.



Minimize the waiting times for nonscheduled patients.



Minimize the number of unattended patients due to crowded waiting rooms.



Minimize the overtime required for attending patients.



Maximize the utilization of doctors and other resources that constitute the service.



Be robust enough to provide a good service even in situations of absences of physicians,
late or no arrival of patients, the high randomness of arrival patients and high
randomness in the time of service.
To obtain these objectives and attributes, the analyst must consider several decision
elements:



The number of servers.



Waiting room capacity.



The duration of service and schedules for appointment times.



The number of simultaneous appointments.



The policies for assigning priorities to patients (too-early, late and on-time patients, and
not scheduled patients).
This research is focused solely on one particular aspect: the design and evaluation of
Flexible Appointment Rules (FAR) against the traditional ones, as well as the
improvement of said rules.
3

In the Traditional Appointment Rules (TAR), for a system that allows walk-in patients,
appointed patients that arrive are clocked into the system as either on-time (when they
arrive before their appointment) or late. Patients that arrive on time join a line, which
includes a high priority list of walk-in patients that have been waiting and all of the patients
are attended via the first in first serve (FIFS) policy within each priority class. The FAR
that is proposed and evaluated in this research contains three elements:
1. The appointed time is understood not as a punctual value, but rather as a range. Patients
are told that they are considered to be ‘on-time’ if they arrive at the system within a certain
interval of time. If they arrive before that interval, they are considered ‘too-early,’ and if
they arrive after that interval, they are considered ‘late.’ There is an acceptable window
in which one is considered on-time, a little before the appointed time, but not after. This
“on-time window” will also be referred to as the “window of punctuality” within this
document.
2. A patient that arrives too early joins the waiting list as a walk-in patient until either, the
service begins or the on-time window has started. If the patient is late, s/he will join the
waiting list as a walk-in patient.
3. The appointments are not scheduled simultaneously but in an overlapped manner.
Overlapped appointments occur when no two appointments can be scheduled for the same
initial time.
If there are K servers and the slot is programmed to last  minutes, then the start time of
the first K appointments will be separated by an overlap time of V minutes and this pattern
is maintained for the rest of patients.
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A crucial and serious aspect to consider when evaluating the quality of the appointment
rules is the culture of punctuality of patients. In this research, it is considered that the
arrival time of patients follows similar distributions to those observed in empirical studies
made in different contexts.

This research evaluates the impact on patient service

satisfaction, as well as overall system cost after scheduling appointed patients and
rearranging the queuing priorities in a waiting room, based on the arrival punctuality
pattern of appointed and un-appointed patients. Furthermore, FAR addresses the
phenomena related to the punctuality of patients (too early or late arrivals) and is expected
to stimulate a better culture of punctuality in patients.
The optimism behind that convenient change in the culture of punctuality of patients is
based on the following rationale:
1. Patients, normally, tend to arrive too early to avoid the risk of being late and losing the
appointment. Also, if they know that other patients have the same time for the
appointment, they will try to arrive earlier than others. In FAR, the patients know that
arriving too early has no advantage and thus this helps them plan out their trip, to arrive at
the perfect time.
2. Patients that estimate that will be late to appointments tend to decide not to go at all
since the appointment will be lost anyway. In FAR, the patients know that they can still
attend as walk-ins if they arrive late.
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3. Patients will begin to change their perception of the time that they are required to arrive
at, shifting their focus from the exact time of the appointment to the window of punctuality
that they are supposed to operate within. Therefore, in implementing FAR, the proportion
of late arrivals is expected to decrease.
This research is not oriented to provide an answer to a particular issue, but rather to attend
to a general formulation. Input analysis for specific data is not required, however any
parameters used must be referenced.
The scenarios are built in such a way that can answer specific interesting questions for
healthcare managers. The most important question is related to the possible impact on
performance measures, due to changes in arrival time patterns of patients, after the
implementation of FAR.
Besides, health systems are characterized by different input parameters, e.g., the number
of servers, the distribution of time for service, the proportion of walk-in patients, the
proportion of no-shows, the different costs of components, and the duration of each
working journey. Hence, this study will focus on different scenarios related to the
principal question for a different combination of input parameters (cases).
More than that, it is important to evaluate how FAR compares with TAR regarding the
selected performance criteria. It is important to mention that within TAR there has been
published work that showed universal appointment rules for dealing with the challenges
of no-shows and walk-in patients [11]. Therefore, that work represents a benchmark for
this research and the basis for the comparison of performances.
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1.1 The Quality of Health Care Services
This research is about the management of appointment systems within health services and
about the management of a queuing system where outpatients (appointed and not
appointed) wait to receive attention. It is acceptable to say that the queuing system is
embedded in the appointment system. Therefore, this section is included to describe
criteria related to a well-planned appointment system.
“Calidad y Calidez” – which means “Quality and Warmth” - is an interesting slogan used
by the Mexican National Health Organization [14], to express the purpose of providing
quality (Calidad) services while having empathy with the patients and their relatives,
regarding affection and warmth (Calidez). In that sense, the aim of any appointment
system within the health service is to maximize warmth and care given to the patients,
regarding consideration to the time of patients, without sacrificing any quality attribute.
As usual, quality can be understood and described in several ways. From the perspective
of the central health service, quality is expressed as a series of health indicators that include
the evaluation of accomplishment of norms. From the perspective of patients and relatives,
quality is understood as “good attention,” given by well-prepared professionals that use
proper resources and that provide the “right” amount of time to attend to each particular
health requirement. Then, from this perspective, quality is a matter of the subjective
perceptions of patients.
Some of the objective indicators of quality are related to the efficient use of resources.
This means that the objective of any appointment system can be translated as the
minimization of waiting times of patients, subject to the rational utilization of resources.
7

That rationality is associated with a low value of idle time for servers (usually doctors)
and low value of overtime of servers, to provide the attention to already scheduled patients.
Obviously, one way of minimizing the waiting time of patients is through the increment
of servers. However, resources are always limited, and the assignment of too many servers
is not only associated with high costs endured by the health system, but to the possibilities
of distributing the resources among all the population requirements.
Another way of formulating this problem is regarding a ‘total cost function.’ If the cost is
associated to each minute of waiting time for patients, then another cost is associated with
the total idle time, as well as another to overtime, then it is possible to have a problem of
minimizing this total cost, subject to the accomplishment of a certain number of
observations.
Now, if we think that quality for patients is not a matter of cost but rather a problem of
perception, it is possible to conceive a model that describes the satisfaction of patients
related to the allowable (for them) waiting times. In this case, the problem can be
formulated as the maximization of the satisfaction of patients, subject again to the rational
use of resources.
1.2 Appointments in Health Care Services
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive discussion about criteria for establishing and
managing appointment systems. However, it is considered important to include in this
introduction a brief comparison between the proposed procedure (FAR) and the selected
benchmark (TAR).
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1.2.1 Traditional Appointments Rules (TAR)
There are many systems of appointment rules that have different levels of empathy with
the timing of patients, and different levels of efficiency in the use of resources when
providing health services. However, [11] presents a procedure that represents the most
rational approach for planning appointments when walk-in patients are allowed, and when
there is a certain probability of no-shows. Since the proposed system (FAR) also allows
walk-ins and no-shows, it was considered by the system provided by Cayirly et al as a
basis for the new one and also as a benchmark.
In general terms, the TAR are characterized by:
1.

Allowing walk-in patients and considering no-shows.

2.

Adjusting the time between consecutive appointments considering the probability

of a no-show of an appointed patient, the proportion of walk-in patients in reference to the
total number of appointed patients, the target number of patients to attend in a journey,
and the mean and standard deviation of the duration of the attention.
3.

Ignoring the time of arrival of appointed patients. Tardiness of appointed patients

is considered exclusively in terms of the appointed time. Late patients are considered to
be part of the patients that do not show.
4.

The discipline of the waiting line is to provide higher priority to the appointed

patients and to order these patients in accordance to their appointments, meanwhile,
walking patients are attended in a first-in-first-served (FIFS) basis.
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1.2.2 Flexible Appointment Rules (FAR)
The three key differentiating elements of Flexible Appointment Rules are:


The presence of several parallel doctors that can provide attention.



The use of a window of punctuality that classifies arrivals of appointed patients in

three categories: too-early, on-time and late.


The overlap of appointments in contrast to simultaneous appointments when

having several parallel servers.
Consequently, FAR are characterized by:
1.

Having the same properties of TAR in points 1 and 2.

2.

Considering the time of arrival of the patients through the implementation of the

window of punctuality and the overlap of the appointments.
3.

The main purpose of the window of punctuality is to stimulate a cultural change

in patients related to the reduction in the number of too early and too late patients.
4.

In a similar way, the overlap of patients is conceived to avoid competence in

patients for arriving earlier than others with simultaneous appointments and to have a
better distribution of the times of arrivals. This could lead to a reduction of waiting times
and crowded waiting rooms.
5.

The discipline of the queue is flexible for too-early patients. They initially join the

waiting list altogether with walk-in patients with a FIFS basis but if the time for attention
is larger than the beginning of the window for that patient, then they acquire the highest
priority ordered by the appointment times.
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1.3 Contribution of the Study
This work represents an introduction to the Flexible Appointment Rules (FAR), and it
opens up the exchange about the comfort and convenience of utilizing several new features
like the ‘windows of punctuality’, the overlapping of appointments for multiple servers,
the fact that late patients are treated as walk-ins, and the fact that the appointment system
manage priorities in a flexible way. In addition, this research introduces a particular
measure of performance that is related to the satisfaction of patients in terms of their
waiting times.
The comparison with TAR is made under the basic assumption that the introduction of the
‘window of punctuality’ could bring some social and cultural changes about punctuality
of arrival of patients. Therefore, it is expected that this research stimulate the advancement
and development of experimental researches that deeply examine the effect of this
approach in the reduction of the proportion of late patient arrivals, early patient arrivals,
and even no-shows.
The introduction of the overlapping of appointments could become an important feature
in the case of several simultaneous and parallel servers (doctors, technicians, etc.) that
might lead also to cultural change related to prevent competitions among patients for
arriving earlier. Even in the case of no changes in the pattern of arrivals, it is expected
that overlapping of appointments might lead to reduction of waiting times.
The fact that late patients are proposed to be treated as walk-in patients might also imply
some changes in the pattern of arrivals. It might happen that a patient decide not to assist
to the appointment after knowing that will be late.
11

Therefore, a reduction of the probability of no-shows is expected. This fact has the natural
consequence of more attendance, less idle time of servers and more waiting time for
patients. However, the system must adapt properly to balance these indicators.
Another particular feature that is introduced in this research is the flexible way that
priorities are managed by the system. This flexibility is very important when dealing with
patients that arrive too early, as these patients have a relatively low priority in the tooearly period, and that priority get higher when the time reaches the window of punctuality.
Again, this feature might induce patients to avoid arriving early, affecting in this way the
total waiting times and the crowdedness of waiting rooms.
In addition, this research introduces an interesting performance measure that is called
“Proportion of Satisfied Patients” that seems very rational and convenient when compared
to the classical Total Cost function. In this way, it is possible to establish a different
optimization criterion that maximizes the proportion of satisfied patients subject to some
constraints about utilization of physicians and overtime. It is provided here a particular
way of measuring this very subjective criterion of satisfaction that might become the basis
for managerial discussion.
It is important to mention that this research represents an enhancement of the “Universal
Appointment Rule with No-Shows and Walk-Ins” [11]. That research was used as the
benchmark of this research and their most important features were included (and
enhanced) in this research.
In order to make a fair comparison between FAR and TAR, it was considered convenient to
simulate changes in the pattern of arrivals after the implementation of the FAR policies.
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The comparison is made considering different levels of change in the arrival patterns. This
particular approach also represents an important contribution of this research.
1.4 Scope and Objectives of the Study
The general objective of this project is to evaluate the quality of the proposed flexible
appointment rules under different hypothetical (simulated) changes in arrival patterns of
patients, comparing it with the selected benchmark, and to provide insights about the
proper way of configuring a system under these rules.
In this way, this research contributes to understand and manage services for outpatients
that consider appointments as well as walking in patients, using a model that searches for
equilibrium between efficiency and pertinence, on the one hand, and simplicity on the
other. To be able to achieve this, the following research objectives are being proposed.
Research Objectives
1. Make a problem formulation that considers the dynamics of the process for different
appointment rules.
2. Provide a simulation model that replicates the formulated model.
3. State several scenarios that describe possible changes in the patterns of arrival times of
patients after the implementation of FAR while considering several hypothetical cases of
input parameters.
4. Obtain pseudo-optimal configurations of the system for the different scenarios and cases.
5. Compare FAR with the selected benchmark.
6. Summarize the main insights of this research.
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1.5 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is introduced by chapter one which discusses the overview of scheduling
appointments in health care services, the contribution of the study, scope and objective of
the study, and outline of the thesis.
Chapter two discusses formulations problem, performance measures, different designs of
appointment system and methodologies in healthcare patient's scheduling.
Chapter three describes the particular methodologies used in this study: stochastic
processes, job scheduling, and discrete event simulation.
Chapter four focuses mainly on three key points of the thesis, problem formulation, the
design and various scenarios involved with the simulation model, and building the
simulation model. The steps that describe the sequence used for setting up and running the
various model iterations are discussed in chapter five. Chapter six contains the results and
detailed analyses of the three simulation scenarios. Finally, Chapter seven synthesizes the
main insights of this research.
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review

This research is essentially related to the scheduling of appointments for the service of
outpatients, particularly for services that allow appointed and non-appointed patients. In
this sense, a good reference is: “Outpatient scheduling in health care: A review of the
literature” [1]. This state of the art paper from 2003 summarizes the different formulations
for the problem, performance measures, designs of appointment system and
methodologies for the researchers, and that approach is used to structure this section. This
section contains a description of the different elements involved in appointment system
and a discussion about the way that Flexible appointment Rules might be approached using
the concepts of this literature review.
2.1 Formulation
The formulation of this type of scheduling problems covers two key sets: environmental
parameters and decision variables. The first set covers the attributes of the clinical
environment (number of stations, number of servers, number of appointments per journey,
arrival process, service times, absences of physicians (servers), and queue discipline);
while the second set covers the nature of the decisions (static or dynamic) as well as the
right tuning of the decision variables.
2.1.1 Environmental Parameters
The first aspect to consider when formulating an appointment system is the
characterization of the clinical environment. From an industrial point of view, a clinical
environment for outpatients might be described as a set of stations and servers that receive
certain types and amount of clients called patients.
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The stations refer to the sequence of different type of servers that must attend each patient.
For instance, a patient must pass through triage, physician, special exams, and back to the
physician to have full attention for a particular health problem. Each one of the stations
might be attended for one or more servers, and the patient might have a preference for
using a particular one. Patients arrive at the system (the clinical environment) having
different health needs that might imply the convenience of identifying different types of
patients. For each type of patients is possible to distinguish patterns of arrivals, of stations
to follow and of time for receiving attention. Furthermore, the time for the attention might
also depend on the particular efficiency of the server. In this section, three key aspects of
the environmental parameters are detailed: arrival processes, service processes and
queuing discipline.
2.1.1.1 Arrival Processes
Arrival processes are related to cultural and health factors, and they can be modeled
considering its random nature, punctuality, absences, priorities and the presence of
companions. This last concept refers to those cases where the patient is represented by
someone else like children, elders or mentally ill patients.
A good example of how cultural matters affect arrival processes is described in [40]. In
an urban place with high social deprivation, it was found that people were more interested
in receiving health attention without making any prior appointments. It is also well known
than some cultures are associated with more interest in punctuality than others and, for
instance, the cultural concept of responsibility is also related to when patients do not show
up for their allotted time slots.
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In any case, it seems that the preference of receiving attention without previous
appointments is not exclusive of that endeavor described in [40]. “Advanced Access” [41]
is the name of a health service approach that has increasing practice in the U.S.A. and
Europe. It consists fundamentally in providing outpatient services “just for walk-ins.” In
this paper have been argued that we are very used to wait and that waiting is not an actual
need and that it is possible with nowadays resources to have health services of the stile.
However, it is clear that scheduling appointments are a present need and good appointment
rules must be set up for many endeavors in the world.
It is important to have good models that describe the arrivals of patients. Fetter and
Thompson [49] studied the arrival times for patients in one clinic in England and another
in the U.S.A. and found similar behaviors. The average arrival time was 18.4 minutes
before the appointment time in one clinic, and 17.2 minutes in the other. Also, the
proportion of late patients was recorded as 18.0% and 19.4%, respectively. Considering
that the histograms of arrivals for both clinics show a symmetric bell shape distribution, it
can be inferred that the distribution of arrivals is normal for both clinics, one with the mean
of 18.4 minutes before the appointment time, and a standard deviation time of 20. 10
minutes for one clinic, and the other clinic with a mean of 17.2 minutes before the
appointment time, and standard deviation time of 19.92 minutes. In another study, Cayirli
[5] also found a suitable normal distribution, but with parameters 16.62 and 27.07,
respectively. One important conclusion of [49] is that there is a natural preference of
patients to arrive early because they feel that they could leave early in this way.
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However, the actual effect is an insignificant proportion of patients that are serviced before
the appointed time, as well as a strong impact on congested waiting rooms and on waiting
times.
Other important aspects to consider related to arrival patterns are the access rules that are
subdivided into indirect and direct rules. The first one refers to the time between the
moments that an appointment is required to the moment it is assigned. Meanwhile, direct
access rules refer to the waiting time between the arrival of the patient (or the time of the
appointment) and the beginning of the service. Without ignoring the importance of
indirect rules, this research focuses on the goal of reducing waiting times (or maximizing
patient´s satisfaction) without sacrificing efficiency in the service. For each kind of
outpatient, particular characteristics of prevalent direct access rules are described [6].
Lacy et al. [19] analyzed why patients do not show to service without notifying. The three
main reasons for that are related to “emotions, perceived disrespect, and not understanding
the scheduling system.” The emotional component is much related to the fact that the
appointments are often scheduled many days from the requirement. This implies a
combination of a sense of inefficiency of the health system and the anxiety for attending
the health need.
2.1.1.2 Service Processes
In terms of the required time for service, outpatients are divided into three categories:
primary care, specialties, and ambulatory surgeries. In primary care, the work is easier to
standardize, and most patient are well attended, usually in one slot of fixed time.
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In contrast, specialty’s patients require variable service time depending on the diagnosis.
However, these times can be forecasted, and that provides a basis for planning.
The most complex case is related to surgery due to the need of the confluence of several
resources, a multistage procedure and the high variability in service time [6].
Another important issue related to the design of the appointment system is the analysis of
the service time. In general, the service time is a random variable that could be in some
way predicted through a model that considers some patterns in patients and health service
conditions. Even if the prediction is very reliable, some variability of the service time will
exist, and that variability causes increments in the total waiting time of patients. Bailey
[3] considers the case of many health services with similar mean time for attention and
found that a gamma distribution fits properly. However, Panaviwat [4] found that a shifted
beta distribution or a shifted Weibull distribution fits well in some cases. Besides, [5]
found it convenient to use lognormal distribution. The general practice is to use a
procedure to find a distribution that provides a good fit when compared to actual
distributions. However, in many studies, the exponential distribution of service time is
used due to its practical property of lack of memory [3].
2.1.1.3 Queuing Discipline
In reference to the queue discipline, one extreme is the case of absolute FIFS policies,
where patients are attended without having a particular hour appointment but just a day
appointment. The other extreme is the case of inflexible appointments where the service
must be done at the exact time of the appointment.
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Other possibility is to use a FIFS discipline but with priorities [1]. Queuing disciplines
will be considered in more detail in the section of appointment rules.
The first of those extreme cases is discussed by Babes and Sarma [36] that observed that
situation in a particular clinic. They were precise in describing the consequence of this
appointment rule in terms of the waiting time of patients in some servers and the inefficient
use of servers in other departments. This kind of situations is very common in systems
with several stations and when some of them have the condition of “bottleneck.” After,
explaining the inconvenience of these appointment rules, actual hourly appointments were
scheduled and the system showed clear improvements.
2.1.2 Decision Variables
The right selection of the decision variables is obviously a key step for the formulation of
an appointment system. However, the decision variables depend on the philosophy used
by the analyst to try to improve the appointment system by certain criteria. Therefore, it is
not easy to provide a general characterization of the decision variables. Something that it
is possible to say that the decision variables might be static or dynamic. That is, the
administrator of the appointment system could design a fixed plan for each journey or
could adapt the plan by the dynamic of the service.
Besides, it is important to say that in many cases, the right selection of the values to use
for each decision variable is a matter of the different approaches for optimizing, or at least
managing properly, some performance measures.
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As an example, consider overbooking. Overbooking represents a philosophy for dealing with
the challenge of no-shows. If we have a situation without no-shows, then it is possible to
attend a certain number of patients in slots of a certain duration. In case of no-shows, the
overbooking strategy indicates the need for scheduling more patients in briefer slots.
The number of patients and the duration of the slots are decision variables that must be
properly tuned.
2.2 Performance Measures
The evaluation of the quality of a system for scheduling appointments in healthcare is
made through performance measures based on cost, time, congestion, fairness, and
productivity, among others. This section presents some of these approaches for measuring.
2.2.1 Measures Based on Costs
The measures based on cost consist of computing a total cost function built as a linear
combination of different cost components. The most used components are built penalizing
the expected waiting time of patients, and the expected idle time of doctors. LaGanga and
Lawrence [8] used the variant of a quadratic model for both components, penalizing in this
way major deviations from the optimal references. In any event, the total cost function
makes a tradeoff between efficient use of the resources and empathy with the time of
patients [1].
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2.2.2 Measures Based on Fairness or Satisfaction
Fairness is always a subjective value. However, fairness measures use the ratio of waiting
time and service time and try to deal with the problem of accelerating the service time in
congested lines. A different approach is given by Jan et al. [9] that considers the possibility
of giving the patient the option of selecting the slot for the appointment. Then, a different
penalty function is used for delays when the patient chose the slot or when not.
2.2.3 Measures Based on Other Criteria
The drawback of measures based on costs includes the proper determination of cost
coefficients. Therefore, an option is to use measures based on time, for instance, to analyze
separately each time component of the total cost function. Congestion measures are
important especially when the space in the waiting room is reduced and when patients tend
to abandon the service. In some cases, congestion leads to reduced doctor’s service time
that could be related to more effective but also to less quality in the attention.
Productivity measures, like idle time and overtime, are related to the use or abuse of the
physician’s time or any resource of the service. There are other measures that could be
important like the number of days between the requirement of an appointment and the
appointed day [1]. Another approach for performance measures is based on incentives,
rather than cost. This approach has been used successfully in other application areas and
has to deal with a multi-objective function under a competitive or non-competitive analysis
[6].
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Another approach is to optimize one component of the cost function, or another
performance measure, subject to have other performance measures constraint to certain
rational values. That approach was used by Patrick and Puterman [30] when they search
for minimal wait cost under rational utilization of the servers.
2.3 Designs of Appointment Systems
Continuing with the characterization of appointment systems for outpatients, it is
important to consider some particular design aspects, like challenges and appointment
rules.
2.3.1 Challenges
The most important challenges are related to heterogeneity of patients and phenomena like
no-shows, walk-ins, punctuality patterns, urgencies, emergencies, and successive
consultations. Dealing with the heterogeneity is necessary in order to make a
characterization of the population of patients, to help distinguish and predict the priority
of attention given to patients, expected time in service, and use of different resources [1].
Other types of challenges are related to the patient’s preferences like the selection of a
physician, day within the week, or hour within the day [6]. Other challenges are more
related to the administration of the health service like the absences of physicians or other
servers or the confluence of different servers to attend one patient.
Green et al. [26] made a very interesting analysis of diagnostic medical facilities. They
have the particular challenge of dealing with outpatients that are appointed; inpatients that
arrive to those systems randomly and can be scheduled in accordance to priority and
available time; and urgent patients that must be attended right away. Thus, this challenging
situation requires dynamic rules of appointments and priorities management.
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Hassin and Mendel [24] analyzed how important is the problem of no-shows in
appointment systems. Particularly they developed a model that allows comparing the cost
of systems that have a certain level of no-shows against the hypothetical situation where
no-shows have been overcome. Similarly, Johnson et al. [25] also address this problem
and suggest to adopt practices of family medicine residency.
Chakraborty et al. [41] developed a sequential scheduling model that considers no-shows.
The interesting challenge of this model is to adapt the scheduled call after call to the
scheduler. That is, instead of planning a session of several hours, sequential scheduling is
conceived to provide instantaneous optimization of the appointments also considering a
variable duration of the slots.
2.3.2 Appointment Rules
The appointment rules represent a key aspect of the design, and they must be configured
to adapt to the particular challenges of the problem. The appointment rules that have been
used are described with three components: slot size, beginning slot and appointment
interval. Slot size refers to the number of patients that are scheduled to be attended in a
particular slot.

Beginning slot is the number of patients assigned to the first slot.

Appointment intervals refer to the duration of the slots. This duration can be constant or
variable [1]. In any event, the main problem of any appointment scheduling system is the
selection of slots for the attention of patients. In some cases, it is also required to select
the duration of the different slots [6].
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One interesting case is discussed in Dexter [35] referring to Paranesthesia services. In this
case, failures in the waiting time for this time of service could imply significant costs in
terms of quality of life of patients and in terms of possible demands related to ethical
procedures. Therefore, one of the recommendations is to sacrifice idle time but reducing
risk of excessive waiting times. More than dealing with appointment rules, the challenge
in this type of problem also relates to the minimization of both, the mean and the variance
of service time and that is a matter of continuous improvement of the service.
Other case where appointment rules are important but are not the key factor to improve is
described by Huang and Lee [38]. Instead of focusing initially on a particular service, they
considered the most crowded departments of a particular hospital with the obvious
problems of overworking and long waiting times. After studying the situation, more than
applying changes in the appointment rules, management decided to increment the number
of servers.
The right configuration of appointment rules can be part of wider projects for improving
health services. Lehaney et al. [39] applied soft system approach for the intervention of a
clinic department achieving in this way improvements in soft matters like the transparency
of the procedures but also harder measures like the reduction of waiting and idle times.
In more specific matters, Ho and Lau [33] evaluated nine scheduling rules for different
combinations of environmental parameters that include the probability of no-show, the
coefficient of variation of service time and the number of customers per session.
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They conclude that some of the strategies provide good results for minimizing waiting
time and some were better to minimize idle time but it is difficult to find a general
procedure that provides a good balance of those measures and that solutions must be
problem specific.
An important and relevant precedent was provided by Yang[31]. Yang was able to
demonstrate an appointment rule that can be parameterized to deal with many different
environmental parameters. These parameters were described in terms of the coefficient of
variation for time service, the rate of no-shows, cost ratio between the idle time of doctors
and waiting time of patients, and the number of appointments per session. Similarly,
Vanden Bosch et al. [32] developed appointment rules that maximize a pounded function
of waiting time and idle time and that even a “naïve scheduler” could implement for
environments with stochastic service time, punctual patients and no-shows.
The appointment rules cover different strategies for providing the service and dealing with
the different challenges. For instance, overbooking is a strategy used for no-shows. Other
possibility to deal with this challenge is to allow walk-ins with the intention of filling up
the empty slots. However, this solution brings up new challenges.
In reference to overbooking, LaGanga and Lawrence [8] found that the no-show
phenomenon has an occurrence that ranges from 3% to 80% of total appointments. They
found that it is not possible to establish a general model for dealing with the different
schedule patterns of this subproblem. However, they do present a general methodology
for selecting and tuning the right model to use. Particularly, they consider scenarios that
have deterministic time for services, and there is no allowance for walk-in patients.
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Kim and Giachetti [21] consider that when overbooking it is convenient to model no shows
and walk-ins not only as a proportion but also as a probabilistic distribution. They showed
that in this way, it is possible to obtain better configurations of overbooking procedures to
optimize total costs.
Klassen and Roulade [29] considered appointment system that schedule outpatients and
that allow walk-ins of different priorities and requirement of service time. They provided
a priority system where empty slots are scheduled for potential walk-ins, and they
concluded that the best way of ordering the appointments is in ascending order of the
standard deviation of service time and leaving the order of empty slots in accordance to
their expected variability based on an empirical classification of the distribution of service
time. These results are reinforced by Rohleder and Klassen [37] who highlighted the
importance of modeling properly the distribution of time of services to design better
ordering of the appointments and, in general, better schedules.
Cayirli et al. [11] proposed universal appointment rules for dealing with the subproblem
of no-shows and walk-ins. They claim that they have a very general model that can deal
with “a wide range of real-life settings with different levels of no-shows, walk-ins,
scheduled number of appointments, a variation of service times, and cost ratio of doctor’s
time to patients’ time.” There are two basic strategies for dealing with no arrivals of
patients, one is overbooking, and the other is to design the duration of the slots shorter
than the average duration of the service. This second strategy is a “masked overbooking”
and is used in the FAR with the name “condensed overlapping.”
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Some experiments suggest that overbooking is a better approach when “the number of
patients per session is larger, no-show rates are higher, and service time variability is
lower.”
The overlap or condensation level could be determined based on the probabilities of no
appearance and walk-ins; as well as on the mean and standard deviation of the service
time.
Cayirli presents important formulas that are going to be used in this research as a basis for
the design of FAR [11]. If there is a plan for attending a total of T patients during a journey;
the service time has mean µ and standard deviation σ; and there are probabilities Pn and
Pw of no-shows and walk-ins, respectively; then a reference number of total slots (N), to
plan for this journey is given by:
𝑇

𝑁 = 1−𝑃

(1)

𝑛 +𝑃𝑤

and the corrected mean 𝜇 ′ and standard deviation 𝜎 ′ are given by:
𝜇′ = (1 − 𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃𝑤 )𝜇

(2)

𝜎 ′2 = (1 − 𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃𝑤 )(𝜎 2 + (𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃𝑤 )2 𝜇 2 ) + 𝑃𝑛 (1 − 𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃𝑤 )2 𝜇 2 + 𝑃𝑤 (2𝜎 2 +
(1 − 𝑃𝑛 − 𝑃𝑤 )2 𝜇 2 )

(3)

Where Pw is defined as the expected number of walk-in patients arriving during a journey
divided by N. This relationship is a little counterintuitive since it provides a recursive
relationship between Pw and N.
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It is important to notice that 𝜇 ′ represents a referential duration of each slot. However, they
found that the best approach is not to use slots of the same duration but they better are
adjusted in the following way:
𝑁+𝑖

𝐴𝑖 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 {0, 𝑘(𝑖 − 1)𝜇 ′ − 𝜎 ′ √𝑖 𝑁−𝑖}

(4)

Where k was obtained through the use of regression models and got the expression:

𝑘 = {0.9973 − 0.103 [0.005765 ∗ 𝐶𝑅 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑛 ) + (𝐶𝑅 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑛 ))
0.10699[𝐶𝑣 1.257 ] − 0.627 ∗ [(𝑁 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑛 ))

−0.8579

−0.3481

]−

] − 0.007574 ∗ [(|𝐶𝑅 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑤 ) −
−1.898

2.143|)0.9682 − 0.622 ∗ 𝐶𝑅 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑤 )] + 0.004855 ∗ (𝐶𝑅 0.8913 )}

(5)

In this last expression, CR represents the costs ratio of doctor’s time relative to patients’
time and Cv is a coefficient of variation of the service time. It is important to mention that
[11] are confident in the use of the formula for computing k if the following parameters
are within the acceptable ranges: (0.2≤Cv≤1), (0≤Pn≤0.4), (0≤Pw≤0.4) and (5≤N≤25).
Another detail in this formulation is that there is a relative cost of 150% for extra-time of
physicians in reference to idle time.
2.4 Methodologies
In reference to the methodologies for dealing with appointments systems, there are in
general three categories of procedures: heuristics and metaheuristics; queuing theory and
other analytical procedures for optimization; and simulation [6].
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2.4.1 Heuristics and metaheuristics
LaGanga and Lawrence [8] used metaheuristics techniques to find the optimal number of
patients to overbook in each slot as a function of the probability of no-show at each slot.
Particularly, they used a combination of a gradient search algorithm followed by the
pairwise interchange. They found that their results were very robust to changes in most
parameters but that they were very sensible to the right estimation of the probability of a
no-show.
Another approach for overbooking was presented by Muthuraman and Lawley who
developed a “myopic scheduling policy for outpatient clinics that explicitly leverages on
patient no-show probability estimates.” [20]
Robinson and Chen [23] developed a very simple heuristic for setting appointments for a
small number of equally important patients (no more than 16) to optimize global cost
performance of the appointment system. [26 ] also used some heuristic for dealing with
the challenging situation of different type of patients in diagnostic medical facilities
2.4.2 Queuing theory and other analytical procedures for optimization
Denton and Gupta [22] implemented a stochastic linear programming model in two phases
to optimize a cost function composed of waiting time of patients, idle time of servers as
well as overtime. The first phase is used to establish convenient bounds on the optimal
solution.
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Patrick and Puterman [30] implemented Markov decision processes. Since the state of
space was too large, they solve the linear model through approximate dynamic
programming.
After developing and applying this analytical model in different scenarios, they proved
their results using simulation.
2.4.3 Simulation
Liu and Liu [7] developed a Discrete Events Simulation, DES, for an appointment system
with a varying number of servers due to late arrivals of physicians. Particular details of the
formulation are that the number of slots during a day was assumed as given, the duration
of the service is random with a certain mean value, the objective function was a linear
combination of expected waiting time for patients and expected idle time for doctors, and
that the arrival of patients is considered to be on time or the patient did not arrive.
Consequently, the number of arriving patients for each slot is random in nature.
Cayirli et al. [11] used a combination of DES with advanced techniques in regression, to
produce universal appointment rules with challenges in no appearances of patients as well
as walk-ins. They discovered a dome pattern in the regression model that allowed the
determination of optimal values for the design parameters.
In other paper, LaGanga and Lawrence [27] used simulation to provide evidence of the
convenience of overbooking.
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They showed in this way that overbooking offers the maximum advantages when there are
many appointments to schedule for each journey, the rate of no-shows is high and the
standard deviation of service time is low.
Swisher et al. [34] used (visual) simulation in a particular clinic and showed that this tool is
very important to evaluate the impact of appointment rules over different performance
measures in a virtual way, that is, without affecting the actual performance of the system
while experimenting. Another case of successful application of simulation is described in
[38].
Simulation might be used not only to evaluate and compare scenarios, but also to provide
the basis for optimization when combined with searching procedures. In this sense,
Klassen [28] performed simulation optimization in outpatient appointment services
providing in this way a “bridge” between theoretical and practical approaches. Results
show that Simulation optimization is effective at identifying good solutions and that this
method can be adapted to deal with many environmental parameters and challenges.
Besides the methods for optimizing the configuration of appointment rules, some methods
can be used to support the proper formulation of the environmental parameters. For
instance, Huang [42] uses Logistic regression to provide good model of the service times.
2.5 Deconstructing the Different Rules (TAR and FAR) In the Literature Review
In this research, the innovative flexible condition refers to the dynamic of priorities of
appointed patients in accordance with their arrival times.
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In this research, Flexible Appointment Rules (FAR) are evaluated against Traditional
Appointment Rules (TAR) in terms of their performance measures. In accordance to the
three components, FAR can be characterized as having slot sizes equal to the number of
servers, K, but scheduled in an overlapped way; beginning with a slot of size K and a
constant duration in the appointment interval. FAR are complemented with the use of
windows and the changes of priorities for appointed patients depending on the arrival time.
When referring to TAR, it is not meant to be taken as a very particular model, but every
System of Appointment Rules, SAR, that differs from FAR. This has a wide range of
approaches. Probably the most extreme SAR is the daily FIFS and the exact appointment.
In the first case, patients have an appointment day with no specific hour, and they are
attended in accordance with their arrival order. This SAR implies long waiting times and
crowded waiting rooms.
The opposite extreme establishes that patients are attended at exactly the appointed time,
without taking into consideration early, late or no arrivals.
This SAR implies inefficiency in the use of resources due to idle time. Within the range
of the two extremes, there are many SARs. A pioneering system was proposed by Bailey
[3], where two patients were assigned to the first slot, and successive patients were
assigned in order with slots of the same duration.
The adaptations that FAR consider to be different challenges are the following:
1) Dealing with no-shows.
2) Dealing with a waiting list of walk-in patients.
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“Condensed overlapping” is used to improve resource utilization. It is important to
mention that this waiting list can serve as a sound solution if the amount of walk-ins is
high when compared to the available slots due to a small number of appointments,
cancellations or no-shows [6]. In the case that a waiting list does not suffice, a common
practice is that of overbooking. That is, to appoint more patients than the actual capacity
of service.
This risky practice must be compensated with the possibility of hiring physicians for extra
hours when required. In FAR, the idea of overbooking is masked within the concept of
“condensed overlapping” that will be explained later.
Besides, in FAR, late patients are treated as walk-in patients, as well as FAR also
considering the problem of having appointed patients who arrive too early. This is a
particular problem because these patients tend to congest the waiting rooms unnecessarily.
These early patients have treated initially as walk-in patients as well as the possibility of
their status being upgraded to the on-time patient, in given conditions.
In this research a different kind of fairness measure is introduced, and it is called
Satisfaction Proportion, as defined in points 10 and 12 of the Problem Formulation.
FAR does not need to overbook, as simultaneous appointments are a solution to that, and
do not consider second consultations and patients with higher priorities, although these
challenges could be considered for future research [1].
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Chapter 3 : Conceptual and Methodological Framework
There are various approaches for the scheduling of appointments for outpatients, with
some of these approaches being discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter however,
conceptual and methodological basis, related to stochastic processes, queuing theories, job
scheduling, discrete event simulation and simulation optimization are assessed, as well the
discussion of some background information related to these methodologies.
3.1 Stochastic Processes and Queuing Theory

This research refers to a queuing system embedded in an appointment system. That
queuing system would be easier to formulate if only non-appointed patients were allowed.
In this case, very common in emergency services, the arrival of patients can be modeled
as a Markovian process and service can be modeled as Markovian or as having any general
distribution. If K servers are available and patients do not have any preference for any
server, then this kind of queuing system can be described, according to Kendall-Lee
Notation, as M/M/K or M/G/K [15]. These types of models are very well studied, and
from them it is possible to determine important statistics related to the quality of those
queuing system, such as average waiting time for patients and resource utilization. From
those statistics, it is possible to compute idle time and overtime and therefore to compute
the total cost of the queuing system.
Any system in which arrivals place a demand upon a finite capacity resource may be
termed a queueing system [43]. Queuing theory is a part of the field of stochastic processes
where the main concern is to study the dynamics of the state of the system represented by
the number of entities in the queue and in service [15].
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Queuing systems suppose that the entity arrival and departure operations to and from the
system, basis on "birth-death process". In queuing theory the term birth means entity
arrival to queuing line, and the term death means the departing entity after getting the
service [44].
The study of the dynamics of entities within a queuing system refers fundamentally to four
concepts:
1- The transition probability from one state to another.
2- The steady-state probability of each number of entities in the system.
3- The average number of entities in the system/queue.
4- The average time that entities spend at the system/queue.
Little’s Queuing Formula provides a set of formulae that can be used to compute the
mentioned averages and they are the basis for different computing statistics about the
performance of any queuing system [15].
Referring again to the research problem, it is clear that when appointments are added to
the system, there is still a queuing problem. However, this problem becomes more
complicated since appointed patients arrive at the health service center with a certain
function of punctuality, and higher priorities must be provided to appointed patients. Even
more, appointed patients might not arrive at all, causing in this way idle time and
deterioration of the efficiency measures of the system. Late arrivals are also a problem to
consider. Some appointment systems consider that if a patient is late, then the appointment
is lost and the patient must schedule a new appointment for another date.
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One option to deal with this problem when walk-in patients are allowed is to consider late
patients as walk-in patients with the same priority for attention.
Another problem happens when patients tend to arrive too early, bringing as a consequence
crowded waiting rooms and long waiting times, and this consequence is usually more
associated with cultural than institutional causes. As a result, healthcare institutions should
try to find mechanisms for convincing patients to avoid arriving too early.
Once the problem becomes this complicated, it is difficult to provide a convenient
analytical or numerical model, and so, simulation models should be used. Nonetheless, it
is important to mention that the required statistics for constructing performance measures
are functions of the statistics obtained when analyzing queuing systems.
3.2 Job Scheduling
In general, Job Scheduling means the process of allocating system resources to many
different tasks by determining which job to be taken from which queue and the amount of
time to be allocated for each job. This type of scheduling makes sure that all jobs are
carried out fairly and on time [45].
In healthcare filed, if no walk-in patients are allowed, in contrast to the case of the previous
section, this problem could be seen as a job scheduling one. Particularly, it is possible to
adopt production language to think that we have a process with just one station (attention
of the physicians) that could be performed by any of several “machines” that work in
parallel.
The attention of each patient represents a job that has a certain probabilistic distribution of
duration.
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If we consider also that “jobs” always arrive at the system, the problem reduces to identify
the duration of the “slots” for attending patients, and from that information to establish the
schedule of the beginning of each slot, the appointment in another word. In this case, the
objective is the minimization of the total tardiness of the jobs in reference to the appointed
time [17].
This problem would be easier to formulate if the duration of each job were variable but
deterministic. In that case, appointments of each journey could be made without the
problems of waiting time, idle time and overtime. However, the duration of service is not
deterministic and this causes the presence of these three problems. Therefore, correct
planning of the duration of the slots must consider not only the mean but also the variability
in the duration of service [16].
The problem becomes even more complicated if there is a certain probability of no-shows.
Obviously, this causes an increment of overtime. There are two basic procedures to
overcome this problem. One of them is to allow the presence of walk-in patients who
could help to fill the empty slots. Another option is to reduce the duration of the slots and
to increment, in this way, the number of appointed patients during each journey [1].
Again, complications arise when patients arrive too early or too late. These complications
refer not only to the impact of the costs on the system but also in the formulation of the
analytical model. Another obvious complication is related to the allowance of walk-in
patients in the model. To conclude this section, it is possible to say that the most important
decisions related to planning an appointment system are related to concepts related to job
scheduling.
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It is important to distinguish the slots, and especially important to schedule the start of
those slots.
3.3 Discrete Event Simulation
A discrete-event simulation (DES) models the operation of a system as a discrete sequence
of events in time. Each event occurs at a particular instant in time and marks a change of
state in the system [46].The main methodological tool used in this research is Discrete
Events Simulation (DES). The main difference between continuous simulation and DES
that discrete event simulation is suitable for problems in which variables change in discrete
times and by discrete steps. On the other hand, continuous simulation is suitable for
systems in which the variables can change continuously [47]. In this way, the procedure
for DES requires the confirmation of a dynamic list of events and a clock associated with
the advance of the process.
The idea is to allow the overall process to distinguish future events, chronologically order
them, and advance the clock to the next event in the sequence. At each event, the process
updates the value of the variables that describe the state of the process and collect some
statistics if required [13].
A simulation model has a static structure and a dynamic structure. The static structure
determines the variables that describe the states and the ranges of values that might be
accepted. Meanwhile, the dynamic structure refers to the changes of the state over time,
particularly at the moment of each event. In this sense, an event is defined as the moment
when a change of state happens [13].
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One key concept in DES is associated with Entities. Entities flow through the process and
are the “witnesses” of the events. For example, if we consider the simulation of a clinic
system, it seems very convenient to model patients as entities.
Those entities arrive to the system at a certain time and join a waiting line (an event), then
they begin receiving care from a doctor (other event) and after finishing up with the doctor
leave the system (a final event for this entity).
During this process (understood as a set of events that occur to an entity) it is possible to
consider that the entity acquired some added value to the quality attributes that characterize
the entity [13]. In general, the simulation system could keep track of attributes related to
each one of the entities. Similarly, it is possible to keep a record of variables not related to
particular entities but rather to the global performance of the system. For example, it could
be important for a DES analyst to monitor the number of patients attended or waiting for
service.
The main processes within the system, those that add value to the attributes of the entities
or the whole performance indicators of the system, are performed using some resources.
In the case of a clinic system, one resource could be the physicians that provide a service
of attention that hopefully generate some added value over the health of patients.
Resources have some availability over time and to perform some process, it may be
required to use different amounts of resources for different scenarios.
The whole process can be divided into stations, and it is possible that between stations,
one buffer or queue line is disposed. The efficiency of the system being used is related to
the performance of this queuing system and the rational utilization of the resources.
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Another important consideration when formulating a DES is the proper approach to
randomness. An essential component of the model is the right selection of the statistic
distribution behind the involved random process.
In fact, the real power of DES is related to the simulation of observations that correspond
to the different levels of distributions involved. Therefore, it is required to have good
procedures for generating pseudo-random numbers and to transform them into random
number belonging to the required distribution.
Once a DES model is created, it is required to validate some statistics of the performance
of the model and verify it with corresponding real-life situations. Watching the animation
provides the analyst another sense or tool for validating the model within a project team.
Animation can be very powerful in verifying that the model is performing as expected
[48]. The idea is to view details that correspond to what the system is expected to do.
It is important to emphasize that DES is worth nothing if it does not help to collect statistic
about key performance measures of the system. More than that, the purpose of the whole
simulation procedure is to compare the performance of the current implementation of the
system with a set of scenarios rationally selected to obtain a high amount of insights
without incurring extensive and expensive experimentation.
The experimentation with many replications is also important when searching for
consistency in the results. Fortunately, the central limit theorem leads to a very convenient
convergence criterion for average values. However, it is important to be very careful when
analyzing variables associated with extreme values.
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Chapter 4 : Designing and Developing the Simulation Model

This chapter focuses mainly on three key points of the thesis, problem formulation, the
design and various scenarios involved with the simulation model, and building the
simulation model.
4.1 Problem Formulation
This project aims to obtain models that can be used for supporting decision making in
services that attend to outpatients with and without appointments. Trying to produce a very
realistic formulation, this model incorporates some important features like no or late
arrivals of patients. The details of the complete formulation are described as follows.
1. The service counts with K servers (equipped rooms and physicians or health
technicians) and all of the servers are potentially available.
2. The service time is a lognormal distribution with a meantime of μ minutes and a
standard deviation of  minutes for each server.
3. There is no preference for patients to select any particular physician.
4. There are two types of patients: appointed and not appointed (walk-in).
5. The appointments are scheduled in slots of a given duration. Time for slots must
be determined as a function of the service rate and other parameters of the process.
6. All the slots are planned to fit in a journey of J’ minutes.
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7. There is a target 𝑇 of patients to attend each journey that is determined manually
as a function of 𝐽′ and 𝐾.
8. There is a probability PN that an appointed patient does not arrive at the service.
9. The time of arrival of appointed patients is distributed Normal with a mean of 𝜇𝐴
minutes before a reference time and a standard deviation 𝜎𝐴 . Based on this
distribution, it is possible to compute the probabilities of too-early, On-time, or
Late for the Flexible Appointment Rules; as well as the probabilities of On-time or
Late for the Traditional Appointment Rules.
10. Walk-in patients arrive according to a Markovian process with a rate of 𝜆𝑤 . They
might join a waiting list until a server is available. However, walk-in patients are
admitted only if the time for attending patients already in the system is not expected
to be more than 𝐽. Patients that could not be included in the waiting list are
supposed to be scheduled to an appointment for a future day. Patients scheduled
for a day are supposed to be attended to, even if overtime is required.
11. The probability 𝑃𝑤 of having walk-in patients will be determined as a function of
𝜆𝑤 and the number of scheduled patients for each journey.
12. The global objective is to minimize the total cost of the system. This total cost is
built making a weighted sum of the following components:
● Idle time of servers.
● Total Waiting time of both type of patients.
● Overtime of servers.
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13. The tardiness of appointed patients, if they do not arrive too late, is understood
regarding the difference of the actual start time of the service and the appointment
time and it does not consider the service time and the time that the patient spent
prior to the appointment time. In the case of a FAR, the tardiness can have negative
values.
14. Early or on time patients get satisfied if their waiting time is less than average
service time. Meanwhile, Walk-in and late patients get satisfied if their waiting
time is less than three times the average service time. The rationale behind this
criterion is as follows. A patient who arrives on time to the appointment might
consider that the system is not well coordinated if s/he has to wait for more than
the time required for attending a patient. Now, late and walk-in patients know that
they need to be more “patient” and to allow more waiting time without getting
unsatisfied. It seems very reasonable to wait for the current patient in service plus
the one who is appointed for that time. Therefore, three times the average service
time seems a rational threshold. However, the actual values of these two thresholds
must be determined empirically.
4.2 Design and Scenarios of the Simulation Model
In this particular section, the design of the simulation model, as well as all the scenarios
related to this model, will be discussed, starting with the design.
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4.2.1 Design of the Simulation Model
The key concepts of a simulation model are entities, processes and resources. In this case
the entities are the patients; the resources are the physicians; and the main process in the
health attendance of patients. The patients might be classified in different ways. Firstly,
they are classified as appointed or walk-in patients. Appointed patients are classified as
too early, on time and late in FAR; and as on time and late in TAR.
Besides, after being serviced, patients are classified as satisfied or unsatisfied by the
waiting time.
Appointments are set up in accordance with a previously established schedule. Appointed
patients are assumed to arrive at the system with a normal distribution with a mean of 15
minutes before the appointment and a standard deviation of 20 minutes. This pattern of
arrival change might change due to the implementation of the window of punctuality and
overlap of appointments. The next section describes to possible scenarios where this
pattern of arrival changes.
The schedule of appointments is based on the following considerations.
● A set of input parameters are provided:
-

𝐾: Number of Doctors,

-

𝑇: Target number of patients to attend in a journey,

-

𝜇 and 𝜎: parameters of the duration of the service,

-

𝑃𝑁 : Probability of no arrival of an appointed patient, and
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-

𝑃𝑊 : Probability of the arrival of a walk-in patient. This parameter is
understood as a proportion of the actual number of appointed patients who
arrive at the system.

-

𝐶𝑅: Cost ratio of idle time of physicians over waiting time for patients. It
is assumed that the cost ratio of overtime over idle time is 1.5,

● Decision parameters for the analysis:
-

𝑊: Duration of the window for on-time arrival (rounded to the closest 5
minutes).

-

𝑉: Duration of the overlap between appointments (rounded to the closest 5
minutes).

● Computed parameters:
-

𝐽: Expected duration of the journey, computed as formulated by Cayirli
(2012). Notice that 𝐽′ represents a reference for planning 𝑇 and 𝐽 is the
actual expected duration of the journey.

-

𝑁: Number of appointments programmed for a journey for each doctor,
computed as given with equation (1).

- 𝐶𝑉 : Coefficient of variation for the duration of the service, computed as usual.
The modeling of walk-in patients is different. Since 𝑃𝑊 is given, it is possible to compute
the expected number of arrivals of walk-in patients during a journey and the expected time
between arrivals (W).
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Therefore, arrivals of walk-in patients are modeled with an exponential distribution with
rate 1/W. However, not every walk-in patient is admitted to the service. In order to avoid
too late entrances that cause overtime, a new walk-in patient is admitted if the expected
time of attention for the patient in process (including this new patient) is no longer than
the remaining time until the end of the journey. As it was described before, a patient is
classified in FAR as (too early) if its arrival time is less than the appointment time minus
the window duration; s/he is always classified as late if the arrival time is posterior to the
appointment and otherwise is classified as on time for both options, FAR or TAR.
After arriving, all the patients join a waiting line with different levels of priority, with the
criterion that the lower the value of the priority index, the highest priority will have the
patient for attention.
The priority index for on-time patients is the appointment time. The priority index for an
early patient is modeled as the minimum value of the appointment and the sum of the
arrival time plus the expected time for attending the patients in process (in service and in
queue). Meanwhile, walk-in patient’s priority index is just the sum of the arrival time plus
the expected time for attending the patients in process.
In this way, walk-in and early patient’s priority indexes are depending on arrival times
only if the expected time for beginning the attention of the early patient is less than the
corresponding appointment time. Finally, late patients are treated like walk-in patients,
despite the fact that they have different statistics collection.
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Talking about statistics collection, the model registers the absolute waiting time for every
patient (Considering the arrival time) and the waiting time in reference to the appointment
for every appointed patient including those with late arrival.
Besides, the model registers a satisfaction indicator for every patient, and that indicator is
used to classify patients as satisfied or unsatisfied.
The satisfaction indicator for walk-in or late patients is the waiting time of the patient
minus three times the average service time. Meanwhile, the indicator for early or on time
patients is the waiting time minus the average service time. Therefore, a patient is
classified as satisfied if the satisfaction indicator is not positive.
The unique resource type for the process of attention in this system is named Doctor and
it is considering in this model that its capacity is two. From this resource, it is very
important to compute statistics about utilization and idle time.
Another important component of this model is the Total Cost computation. The total cost
is computed for every entity (patient) and it is important to register the final value in order
to use that information to find the best configuration of the decisions parameters within
the given options. The total cost has three components: waiting times, idle time and
overtime. Waiting times are computed based on time of arrival. The idle time is registered
as the total time of all the patients who are attended after the end of the journey and the
idle time is computed as the complement of the used time for both doctors.
In this way, the whole description of the simulation model is given for both FAR and TAR
strategies. However, one important consideration is required to complete the description.
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There are two ways of modeling TAR. In one way, it is supposed that attention is not
allowed to be performed before the appointment even if a doctor is available, while in the
second way it is allowed. In this study, only the second way was considered with the
intention of having a better challenge to FAR. Also, late patients are treated as walk-in
patients even if that is not the common practice.
4.2.2 Scenarios of the Simulation Model
In this research, a distinction is made between scenarios and cases. A scenario is
understood here as the cultural patterns that patients might have about arriving time for
attending appointments after the implementation of the window of punctuality and the
overlap of appointments.
In contrast, a case is understood as the particular characteristic of a service in terms of
service time, proportion of no-shows and walk-ins, and the given pound to the cost
components. Following that criterion, three scenarios are considered:


The patterns of arrival times are not changed. This implies arrivals with mean of
15 minutes before the appointment and a standard deviation of 20 minutes.



The ideal situation where there is a significant reduction in variability of arrival
and certain conservative position of arriving earlier than the start of the window.
Particularly, this scenario implies arrivals with a mean of 5 minutes before the start
of the window and a standard deviation of 10 minutes.
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In this scenario the patient is less conservative and has the start of the window as
reference. This implies a mean at the start of the window and a standard deviation
of 10 minutes.

The three scenarios are overlapped with the different cases. The cases are represented
for the factorial combinations of the different levels for the involved factors. In this
research factors as service time, target number of patients per doctor and the number
of servers are neutralized to just one level. Meanwhile, the rest of factors (four) are
controlled to have two levels. In this way, the design for cases is a 2 4 and the global
design that considers the three scenarios is a 3X24. It is important to highlight that this
kind of design with a small number of levels for each factor is recommended in
exploratory research works, e.g. [51].


The service time has always a mean of 15 minutes. The target number of patients
per doctor is 20 and there are 2 doctors available.



The proportion of walking patients has two levels of 10 and 20%.



The proportion of no-shows has two levels of 10 and 20%.



CR has two levels: 5 and 10.



The standard deviation of the time for service has two levels: 5 and 10 minutes.

As seen, there are four active factors while other factors are neutralized. Proceeding in
this way, there are 16 cases times' three scenarios which implies 48 conditions of
experimentation.
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The values of W that are used in this research are 5 and 15 minutes, while the values of V
are 5 and 10 minutes. In this way, the global design is a 3X26 that represents a total of 192
experimental units.
4.3 Building the Simulation Model
Rather than endeavoring to build a model all at once, it's smarter to execute a staged
demonstrating approach where the model is worked in stages. As has been said in
Promodel guide, there will be three stages to manufacture the model of the facility.
In the primary stage the majority of the essential model components will be defined
which are General Information, Locations, Entities, Arrivals, and Processing.
Additionally, a background graphic has been imported to help in placing the locations
in the layout window.
The second stage typically comprises of extending the model by including assets and the
corresponding path network to move entities, utilizing assets, from area to area.
The last stage comprises of adding an extra layer of realism to the model, by including
those nuances that make the model a precise portrayal of a genuine framework. These
incorporate characterizing Variables, Attributes, and Marcos.


First Phase: Defining Basic Model Elements
The first step in building the model is to define the model's basic elements.
4.3.1 Defining General Information
Naming the model, determining default data, (for example, time), and indicating the name
of the designs library to utilize, are all characterized by the General Information discourse
box.
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The proposed model is called "Doctor Office Scheduling Model" and the particular time
unit is minutes.

Figure 4-1: Importing a Background Graphic

Usually, importing a background graphic makes the method of placing locations less
demanding. The accompanying illustrations of the proposed model, as shown in Figure
4-1, are imported through the Background Graphics Editor.
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4.3.2 Defining Locations
Locations are characterized by choosing the desired icon and placing it in the layout
window. Each time a location is placed into the window, a relating record is entered
in the Location edit table.

Figure 4-2: Location Edit Table

As shown in Fugure 4-2, the location table records every area alongside area
parameters, such as the capacity, and the number of units.
4.3.3 Defining Entities
Once all locations have been defined, entities are also chosen similarly, by selecting
an icon for each entity type. By doing this, a record is created in the Entity edit table
for each entity type.

Figure 4-3: Defining Entities

As shown in Figure 4-3 entities defined in this model are walk-in patients, scheduled
patients, late patients sent home, and doctors.
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4.3.4 Defining Arrivals and No-Shows
In the next section of this chapter, the creation and the construction of the random
arrival tables and random no-show tables will be discussed in details. The arrivals and
no-shows are defined in the Promodel simulation software by using "Arrays" tool.
An array is a matrix of cells that contain real or integer values. Each cell in an array
works much like a variable, and a reference to a cell in an array can be used anywhere
a variable can be used.

Figure 4-4: Defining arrivals and No-Shows using "Arrays" tool

"Arrays" tool (as shown in Figure 4-4) allows the addition of arrays into the system,
with their corresponding name, dimensions and type.
4.3.5 Defining Process Logic
One of the last, and important steps to defining the first phase of the proposed model
is to define the processing of individual entities at each location.
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Figure 4-5: Process Edit Table

Once the basic entity flow has been defined using the point and click method (as shown
in Figure 4-5).
Operation statements are added to Process editing usually involves two edit tables that
appear side by side.

Figure 4-6: Routing Edit Table for the seventh operation

The Process edit table specifies what happens to an entity when it arrives at a location, and
the Routing edit table (as shown in Figure 4-6) specifies where an entity is to be sent or
rerouted, once processing is complete.
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As shown in Figure 4-7, In the proposed model, there are 12 operations in the proceeding
logic, with each operation having its routing table. The entire processes, including all the
operations for the entire model, are explained in Appendix 1.

Figure 4-7: The seventh operation logic
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The following chart that shown in Figure 4-8, explains the proceeding logic for
Traditional Appointment Rule (TAR).

Figure 4-8: Traditional Appointment Rule (TAR) Flow Chart
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The following chart that shown in Figure 4-9, explains the proceeding logic for
Flexible Appointment Rule (FAR).

Figure 4-9: Flexible Appointment Rule (FAR) Flow Chart
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Second Phase: Adding Resources

Once the processing logic is defined, the necessary modeling elements are specified.
The second phase of the model is now ready to be implemented.
This section of the model involves linking a doctor with an entity. ProModel has two
types of resources, static resources that don't require a path network, and dynamic
resources that must travel on a defined path network. Since static resources are being
used in the proposed model, there is no need to define path networks.

4.3.6 Defining Resources
Resources are defined in much the same way as entities.

Figure 4-10: Resource edit table

In the Resource module, when we select an icon to represent the resource (as shown
in Figure 4-10, and then specify the characteristics of the resource in the Resource
edit table.

Figure 4-11: Defining Resources

The Resource edit table (as shown in Figure 4-11), contains fields for specifying the
name and the number of units of resources.
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Third Phase: Additional Operations

The final phase consists of adding an extra layer of reality to the model. That is done
by adding those anomalies that make the model an accurate representation of a real
system. These include defining Variables, Attributes, and Marcos.
4.3.7 Defining Attributes
Attributes are placeholders similar to variables, but are attached to specific locations
and entities and usually contain information about that location or entity. Attributes
may contain integers or real numbers. Entity attributes are placeholders assigned to
an entity and contain numerical information about that entity. An entity attribute is
identified by its name and may be assigned a value or model element name stored as
a value.

Figure 4-12: Defining Attributes

The Attributes of the proposed model is defined as shown in Figure 4-12.
4.3.8 Defining Marcos
A macro is a placeholder for an often used expression, set of statements and functions,
or any text that might be used in an expression or logic field.
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A macro can be typed once, and then the macro’s name can be substituted for the text
it represents anywhere in the model and as many times as necessary.

Figure 4-13: Defining Macros

The Macros of the proposed model is defined as shown in Figure 4-13.
4.3.9 Defining Variables
Variables are of two types: global and local. Global variables are placeholders
defined by the user to represent changing numeric values. Local variables are
placeholders which are available only within the logic that declared them. Variables
can contain either Real numbers or Integers, including element index values, and are
typically used for decision making or recording information.
There are 41 variables defined in the proposed model. We can classify these variables
by dividing them up into nine categories, as shown in table 4-1.
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Table 5-1: Defined variables of the proposed model

#Category

Category

A

Calculating the
Recommended Scheduled
Patients per doctor

B

Session Time

C

Average Waiting Time

D

No. patients Seen/not
Seen

E

Average Wait Time Gross

F

The Quantity of Patients

G

Average Waiting Time

H

Satisfaction Factor

I

Cost

Variable
Target Number of Patience per doctor
Qty of Walk-In Patients per doctor
Qty of No Show Patients per doctor
Qty Recommended Scheduled Patients
Calculated Session End Time
Actual Model Session Time
Average Patient Wait Time Gross
Average Doctor IDLE Time
Doctor OVER Time
Average Doctor OVER Time
End of Day Planned Doctor Idle Time
No. Scheduled Patients Seen
No. Walk-In Patients Seen
Total Patients Seen
No. Late Patients Sent Home (TAR)
Early patient Avg Wait Time Gross
On Time Paint Avg Wait Time Gross
Late Paint Avg Wait Time Gross
Walk In Paint Avg Wait Time Gross
Early Paint Quantity
On Time Paint Quantity
Late Paint Quantity (FAR)
Walk In Paint Quantity
Total Patient
Early Paint Avg WT after Apt Time
On Time Paint WT after Apt Time
Late Paint Avg WT after Apt Time
Total Average Wait Time after Apt
Scheduled Satisfied
Walk-In Satisfied
Total Satisfied
Scheduled NOT Satisfied
Walk-In NOT Satisfied
Total NOT Satisfied
Scheduled Paint Satisfaction Factor
Walk-In Paint Satisfaction factor
Patient Waiting Cost
Doctor Idle Cost
Doctor Overtime Cost
Total Session Cost
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Chapter 5 : Data Preparation and Description

This chapter discusses the steps that describe sequence used for setting up and running the
various model iterations.
The calculations in Cayirly’s internet scheduling tool were used to create a duplicate
discrete model in Excel. This Excel file was validated to match Cayirly’s model (the
benchmark of this study) and was used to generate the appointment schedule used in both
TAR and FAR models for comparison purposes.
Promodel simulation software (version nine) was used to model the clinical system. A
Microsoft Excel file was used as an interface to enter the desired model variables and
record the model’s results. The model was programmed in parallel with creating the Excel
interface. The results of programming were then verified against Cayirly’s discrete model
results before running the desired comparison iterations.
Below is the sequence of events which were used to generate the simulation results. The
following steps describe the sequence used for setting up and running the various model
iterations:
1- Constructing and validating Cayirly’s model in Excel.
2- Building the appointment tables for all cases.
3- Constructing Arrival Time tables.
4- Creating a No-Show tables.
5- Creating model Input worksheet.
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5.1 Constructing and Validating "Cayirly’s Model" in Excel
As mentioned in the previous chapters of the research, the Cayirly model was adopted as
a benchmark of this research. Cayirly identified six input parameters in his research
required to generate a recommended appointment schedule for a single doctor office.

Figure 5-1: Screen Shot of Cayirly’s Internet Appointment Table Input Values and Results

Figure 5-1 is a screen shot of his online calculation tool. Cayrily’s model was recreated in
Excel using the six input variables as shown in table 5-1.

Table 5-1: Input variables of Cayirly's model

#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Parameter
Target Number of Patients per doctor
Service Time Mean / Average
Service time Standard Deviation
Probability of "No Show"
Probability of "Walk-Ins"
Cost Ratio = doctor's time/patient's time
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Symbol
T
µ
𝝈
Pn
Pw
CR

Figure 5-2 displays the format of the inputs and result of the recreated Cayirly model in
Excel. The blue cells represent the input values and the green cells represent the calculated
result values.
The table on the right (as shown in Figure 5-3) shows the appointment times generated by
the input values. The appoint times generated in the green column were compared to
Cayirly’s generated values to verify the Excel file’s calculations.

Patients/Doc
tor

Figure 5-2: The format of the inputs and result of the
"Cayirly model" in Excel

Figure 5-3: The appointment times generated by Excel file’s
calculations

Appendix 2 displays all of calculations and validation procedures used in the Excel file in
detail.

The recommended appointment time generate above represents a single

appointment table which was used for a specific combination on input values.
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5.2

Creating Appointment Tables
The combination of the six parameters values related to the Cayirly model (T, μ, sigma,
Pn, Pw, CR) and the new FAR Overlap-in-Between appointments (V) values studied in
this paper required 240 Appointment Tables to be created. Appendix 3 displays these
various combinations.
Five of the above seven input variables changed the Appointment Table. Therefore, five
sets of 48 tables (5 x 48 = 240) were created in five separate Excel interface files for ease
of analysis. Each of the 48 tables within each Excel file represented a recommended
appointment schedule generated for combinations of the below five input variables that
impact each table when changed, these variables are shown in table (5-2).
Table 5-2: Input Varibles that Impact on Appointment Table

#
1
2
3
4
5

Input Variable

Symbol

Cost Ratio

CR

Walk-In Percent

Pw

No-Show Percent

Pn

Service Time (min)

Sigma

Overlap Time (min)

V

No. Values
2 values
(5,10)
2 values
(10%,20%)
2 values
(10%,20%)
2 values
(5,10)
3 Values
(0,5,10)

As mentioned before, there were 240 variations of input values analyzed in this study
with five sets of 48 tables generated. A new appointment table was generated when
any of the five factors were changed. Table 5-3 displays a portion of the appointment
table used for the first eight cases of the first scenario.
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The top yellow row represents the table number (1 thru 8 of 48) and the white cells
below displays the individual appointment times for that table. The pink row is the
sum of the number of recommended appointments in each table.
Table 5-3: Example of An Appointment Table Array (8 out of 48 tables shown)
used for the first eight cases of the first scenario

For example, in the first column in the above table (the number of recommended
appointments is 50), the appointment time for the first and second patients will be at 0
minute, which means at the begging of the day, and the appointment time for the third,
fourth and fifth patients are 10, 20 and 30 respectively.
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5.3 Creating Arrival Time Tables
The purpose of an Arrival table is to calculate how long before or after a patient shows
up in regards to their appointment time. Table 5-4 displays the reasons behind the five
different Arrival distributions analyzed. Five different Arrival tables were generated for
each Appointment table in each Excel file.
Table 5-4: Different arrival distributions analyzed

No.
Scenario
1
2

3

Meaning
No change in
Culture
Less variation
and very
conservative
Less variation
and less
conservative

Mean (Appointed
arrivals)
15 minutes before
the App.
5 minutes before
the Start of the
Window
Start of Window

Sigma
(Appointed
Arrival)

Distribution

20

Normal (-15,20)

10

10

Normal (-20,10)
OR
Normal (-10,10)
Normal (-15,10)
OR
Normal (-5,10)

The following steps were required to construct each Arrival table. :
1- A string of random numbers representing an arrival distribution was generated by
ProModel’s "Stat-Fit" program. Figure 5-4 displays how "Stat-Fit" was utilized to
generate these random distribution strings.
2- The first random number generated was added to the first recommended appointment
time to calculate an arrival time.
3- Any arrival time that was negative was rounded up to Zero since patients cannot enter
the office until it opens.
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Figure 5-4: Example of Utilizing ProModel’s Stat-Fit program to Generate Random Strings

Table 5-5 represents an Arrival Table array of the first 8 cases of the first scenario
appears.
Table 5-5: Arrival Table Example for N (15,10)
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The yellow row represents the table number (1 thru 8 of 48) and the values in the white
cells represent the arrival times for each of the corresponding appointment times in the
Appointment Table within the same Excel file.
Article I.

For example, in the first column in Table 5-5 (the table number is 1), the arrival time for
the first and second patients are at 0 minute, which means that they arrive at the beginning
of the day, and the arrival time for the third, fourth and fifth patients are 4.18,0 and 20.47
respectively.
5.4 Creating “No-Show” Tables
The purpose of a No Show table is to randomly select which appointments do not
show up to their appointment on their corresponding Appointment Table.
Below are the steps used to create No-Show tables:
1- Calculate the number of No-Show patients for a defined appointment table: The
patient No Show percent (Pn) is multiplied by the recommended number of patients
to calculate how many of these patients will not show up. The percent of No Show
patients is dependent upon the selected scenario and case.
2- Randomly select which patients on the corresponding Appointment Table will not
show up. This was done using the Uniform distribution to randomly select which
appointments were no-shows with the minimum value of zero and a maximum
value of the number of recommended appointments. For example, a 24 patient
recommended schedule would identify which patients would be No-Shows with
U(0,24).
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3- Round the values to the nearest integer and delete any redundant values since the
same patient number cannot show up twice.
Table 5-6 displays a portion of the “No Show” table for the first 8 cases of the first
scenario appears.
Table 5-6: Scenario 1, Case 1 First 8 “No Show” Tables

The yellow values represent the corresponding Appointment Table number which the
No-Shows will not arrive at, and the pink values represent the total number of No
Shows in that case. The numbers in the white cells represent which patients will not
attend. For example, in the first column in Table 5-6 (the table number is 1 and the
number of No Shows is 18), there will be No Show patient in the appointment
number 13. Also, as shown in the table, there will be No Shows In appointments 23,
21 and 37.
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5.5 Creating Model Input Sheet
Figure 5-5 shows the "Model Input Sheet" used to change input values and run the
various scenarios. It is designed straightforward and easy to use.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

Input Information
TAR or FAR ?
No. of Doctors

Target Number of Patience per doctor
Qty Recomended Scheduled Patients
Qty "No Show" Patients
Qty of ":Walk-In" Patients
Patient Wait Time Cost
Window of Punctuality (W)
Doctor's Overtime / Idle Ratio (Co/Cd)
Average Service Time use to Calculate SET
End of Day Planned Doctor Idle Time
Doctors vs Patients Cost Ratio (CR)
Scheduled Patient Satisfaction Factor
Walk-In Patient Satisfaction Factor
Average Service Time Standard Deviation
Overlap Time (V)
Appointment Table Number.
Arrival Distribution
Arrival Dist No

Value
0
2
20
19
3
4
20
0
1.5
15
40
5
1
3
5
0
1
N(-20,10)
3

Units
1=FAR 0=TAR
doctor
paitents / doctor
paitents
of scheduled
of scheduled
$/hr
min

Qty in Appt Table =
Qty in "No Show" Table =

38.0
6.0

Scheduled Session End Time
340

min
min
1 thru 50

Sigma
min
1 through 48
min before apt

Enter
1
2
3
4
5

For
N(-15,20)
N(-10,10)
N(-20,10)
N(-5,10)
N(-15,10)

Figure 5-5: Model Input Sheet

To change scenarios, the user only needs to change the values in the 2 orange cells which
represent a table number (from 1 to 48) and the desired Arrival Distribution value. All of
the other 16 input values will automatically change.
For example, if we want to know the Appointment Table Number And the arrival
distribution number for the first case (C1) of the second scenario (S2) when Duration of
the window for on-time arrival (W) equal 5, and Duration of the overlap between
appointments (V) equal 5. From the symbol (S2C1V5W5) in Table 5-7 we can know that
the table number is 17.
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Table 5-7: Symbol identification table

Symbol
S2C1V5W5
S2C2V5W5
S2C3V5W5
S2C4V5W5
S2C5V5W5
S2C6V5W5
S2C7V5W5
S2C8V5W5
S2C9V5W5
S2C10V5W5
S2C11V5W5
S2C12V5W5
S2C13V5W5
S2C14V5W5
S2C15V5W5
S2C16V5W5

Table
number
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Sigma

Pn

Pw

CR

Overlap

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2

0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36

5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Appendix 3 makes identifying the Appointment Table Number And the arrival distribution
number for all 240 cases based on the selected scenario (S), case (C), Window duration
(W), and overlap (V), very easy and simple.
5.6 Running the Model
The program was built around ease of use, making sure it is user-friendly.
Below are the steps for running a scenario:
1. Select which of the five Excel files to use based on the specific scenario.
2. The ProModel model only interfaces with an Excel file with this name
DocModelInterface.xlsx. Therefore, you need to save your selected Excel file as
“DocModelInterface.xlsx” in the Promodel “Model” folder directory.
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3. Click on “Yes” when asked whether overwrite the current file or not. The ProModel
model only interfaces with an Excel file with this name.
4. Select the table number (from 1 to 48) and the Arrival Distribution number (from one
to five) (cells in yellow color as shown in Figure 5-6). All values will be changed
automatically based on that.
5. Save the Excel file using a name that identifies which Scenario and Case the inputs
represent.
6. When you Run the model as shown in Figure 5-6 to get the results. ProModel will
automatically export the results to the DocModelInterface.xlsx file 5-7 is an Example
of ProModel Result Information Exported into Excel.
7. Open the “DocModelInterface.xlsx” file and review the results.
8. Save the “DocModelInterface.xlsx” file using a name that identifies which scenario
and case the inputs and results represent.

Figure 5-6: Selecting Appointment Table Number and Arrival distribution Number from Input Model Sheet
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MODEL RESULTS
FAR or TAR?
Patient Service Time - Mean Value
No. Patients Seen
a) No. of Scheduled Paint Seen
b) Walk-Ins
c) Total
No. Patients Sent Home
Session Time Calcs
a) Scheduled Session End Time (SET)
b) Actual Model Session Time
c) Doctor OVER Time
Performance Measures
a) Average Patient WAIT Time
i Early Patient
III On Time Patient
iii Late Patient
iv Walk-In Patient
v Weighted Total Average
b) Avgerage Patient Wait
c) Average Doctor IDLE Time
d) Average Doctor OVER Time
e) Costs
i Patient Wait Cost
III Doctor Idle Cost
iii Doctor Overtime Cost
iv Total Session Cost
Customer Satisfaction Results
a) Satisfied Patients
b) NOT Satisfied Patients

MODEL INPUT VALUES
Value
TAR
15.13
30
8
38
2
325
299
0
qty
30
0
0
8
38
4.7
0.6
0.0
$8,501
$2,306
$0
$10,807
Scheduled
30
0

Units
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
9)

min
20%
20%

No Show
Walk-Ins

min
min
min
From Arrival

After Apt

8.7
0.0
0.0
20.6
11.2
min/patient
min/patient
min/patient

0.5
0.0
0.0
20.6
4.7

min/patient
min/patient
min/patient
min/patient
min/patient

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Value Units
TAR
2
doctor
Target Number of Patience
20
/ session
Qty Recommended Scheduled Patients
19
/ doctor
Qty of No Show Patients
6
walk-ins
Qty of Walk-In Patients
8
walk-ins
Overlap Time
0
min
Window of Punctuality
0
min
Arrival Distribution
N(-20,10)
Service Time Info
a) Distribution
Lognormal
b) AverageTime
15
min
c) Standard Deviation
5
min
End of Day Planned Doctor Idle Time
40
min
Doctor's Overtime vs. Idle Cost Ratio
1.5
Co/Cd
Doctor vs Patient Cost Ratio
5
Patient WAIT Time Cost
$20
/ hr
Paitent Satisfaction Rating Factor
a) Scheduled
1
b) Walk-Ins
3

FAR or TAR?
No. of Doctors

/ session
/ session
/ session
/ session
Walk-Ins
7
1

Sent
Home
0
2

Total
37
3

Figure 5-7: ProModel Result Information Exported into Excel

Figure 5-8: Screen Shot of the Promodel Simulation
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Chapter 6 : Results and Analysis

This chapter contains the results of the simulation model developed and presented three
scenarios, related to the hypothetical patterns of arrival of patients in reference to the
appointment time were considered. Within each scenario, 16 cases describe the particular
situation of hypothetical health services where the appointment system is applied, and they
are crossed with four options of the design parameters. This provides a total of 192
experimental conditions.
It is important to highlight that besides the scenario that represents no changes in the
patterns of arrivals of patients, the other two scenarios are necessarily hypothetical.
Similarly, the selection of the cases needs not to be attached to a particular environmental
situation where this appointment system is applied and the intention of this research is to
show that FAR might be applied in any endeavor.
In each one of this experiments, the performance of FAR and TAR is measured in terms of
the two metrics: total cost of the appointment system and proportion of satisfied patients.
The fundamental analyses that are described in this chapter are related to the improvement
that is observed when the output of the best of the given configurations of the decision
parameters is compared with TAR, for each one of the three scenarios. However, the
description of scenario 1 is extended since more details are provided about the reasons
why FAR becomes better than TAR.
It is important to mention that for making a fair comparison between FAR and TAR, the
same seed was used as a basis for simulation in each combination of case and scenario.
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6.1 Results and Analysis for the First Scenario
The first scenario to consider is the one where there are no changes in the patterns of
arrivals of patients in terms of punctuality. Figure 6-1 shows a summary of the results of
the simulation for the first scenario and the total cost as performance measure.
The first interesting observation is that FAR is not uniformly better than TAR. In
particular, TAR show better results when Sigma is in the low level (5 minutes), and the
number of Walk-ins is in the high value (8 patients). This is a strange phenomenon since
there are no clear reasons for these outlying values. It is also clear that the size of the
window (W) is not an important factor for determining the total cost and, in counterpart,

Total Cost

it is clear that the overlap is an important factor.

100000
90000
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16

Case #
TAR

W=5,V=5 OR W=15,V=5

W=5,V=10 OR W=15,V=10

Figure 6-1: Total Cost Comparison for Scenario one

Most of the previous results correspond to the expectations. Since there are no changes in
the pattern of arrivals, adding the window of punctuality brings no advantage. However,
the fact of having an overlap in the start time of the appointments does bring the advantages
of avoiding simultaneous appointments and reducing the waiting time of patients.
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These results show that, in general, it is better to have a large overlap of 10 minutes over
the shorter one of 5 minutes.
However, this is not a result to generalize since it will surely depend on factors that were
not analyzed in detail like the meantime for service. Now it is important to analyze the
impact of each component associated with the sixteen cases over the impact of using FAR
instead of TAR. Table 6-1 contains the codified data for performing ANOVA over the
differences of the total costs of TAR and FAR. Meanwhile, Table 6-2 represents a
compact ANOVA Table that includes the most important effects of the analysis.
As seen, only five effects were selected due to their relative contribution in the explanation
of the total variance: The standard deviation of the service time, Sigma (25.78% of
contribution), Proportion of Walk-ins (32.09%), Cost Ratio (24.84%), the interaction
between the Proportion of Walk-ins and Cost Ratio (6.23%), and the interaction between
Sigma and Proportion of Walk-ins (2.19%), providing a total of 91.12% of explanation of
the variability. As seen on the ANOVA all of these effects, but the last interaction, are
significant at a level of 5%.
Table 6-1: Codified data for the difference in total costs between TAR and FAR for scenario 1
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Table 6-2: ANOVA for the difference in total costs between TAR and FAR for scenario 1

ANOVA
Efeecto
Pw (B)
Sigma (A)
CR (D)
BD
AB
SSError
SSTotal

SS
DF
2831410521
2274383790
2191644225
549410160
193599396
783433537
8823881630

1
1
1
1
1
10
15

MS
F
P Value
2831410521 36.1410431 2.3816E-05
2274383790 29.030973 7.5369E-05
2191644225 27.9748584 9.0909E-05
549410160 7.01284964 0.01825769
193599396 2.47116554 0.13680344
78343353.7
588258775

Table 6-3 describes the magnitude of the four selected effects and suggests that FAR will
provide better savings if the standard deviation of service time (A) has high values. A
similar analysis could be done with B and D, but since the interaction BD is significant, a
careful evaluation must be made.
Figures 6-2 shows the interaction diagram for those factors, and it indicates that FAR
provide more saving in total costs when the number of Walk-ins during a journey is low
(4), and the Cost Ratio is high (10). Besides, FAR shows to be more convenient for low
high values of Sigma (10 minutes).
Table 6-3: Magnitude of the main effects for scenario 1

Effects
A
B
Magnitude
23845.25

D
BD
-26605.5 2191644225 -11719.75
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Figure 6-2: Interaction diagram for Walk-Ins Vs. Cost Ratio when predicting difference in total
costs between TAR and FAR for scenario 1

Although these results are very interesting, it is not possible to generalize and conclude
that this pattern will be found in every case of a health service where FAR is applied and
patients show no change in the pattern of arrival.
What is clear is that the different factors might influence the impact of applying FAR even
if the punctuality culture does not change.
Similar analyses can be made when comparing the difference in unsatisfied patients
between TAR and FAR.
Table 6-4 contains the data that describes the number of unsatisfied patients between TAR
and FAR, and Table 6-5 shows the corresponding ANOVA. Now the main factors are the
A: Sigma (with a contribution to the explanation of the total variability of 49.37%), B:
Number of Walk-ins (14.99%), C: Proportion of No-shows (2.48%), and the interactions
AB (10.88%9 and AD(3.48%), providing a total of 81.20% of explained variability.
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Table 6-4: Differences in number of unsatisfied patients
Scenario 1
Parameters for Scenario 1
Case
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4
case 5
case 6
case 7
case 8
case 9
case 10
case 11
case 12
case 13
case 14
case 15
case 16

Sigma # walk(service)
ins
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8

Unsatidfied Patients

Pn

CR

TAR

10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20

5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10

11
9
9
10
8
7
11
12
7
8
8
10
9
11
7
6

Flexible Appointment Rules
W=5
W=15
V=10
V=5
6
8
8
7
6
2
5
9
11
17
13
15
12
6
13
11
3
2
2
0
0
1
1
6
5
7
0
0
1
1
2
3

W=5
V=5
8
7
2
9
9
15
6
11
2
0
1
6
7
0
1
3

W=15
V10
6
8
6
5
11
13
12
13
3
2
0
1
5
0
1
2

Table 6-5: ANOVA for the difference in proportion of unsatisfied patients

ANOVA
Effect
Sigma (A)
Pw (B)
Pn (C )
AB
AD
SSError
SSTotal

SS

DF
45.5625
150.0625
7.5625
33.0625
10.5625
57.1250
30.9375

MS
1
1
1
1
1
10
15

F
45.5625
150.0625
7.5625
33.0625
10.5625
5.7125

P-Value
7.9759
0.018031
26.2691
0.000447
1.3239
0.276672
5.7877
0.036949
1.8490
0.203765

As seen, only the Proportion of Walk-ins, Sigma and the interaction of those two factors
are significant. After making an analysis similar to the one performed to the total costs, it
is possible to have the conclusions that FAR provides the most significant improvements
in terms of proportion of satisfied patients when the number of walk-ins is high (8
patients). To support this conclusion, Figure 6-3 shows the interaction diagrams for the
mentioned effects.
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We can notice from Figure 6-3 that although Sigma is distinguished as an important factor,
it happens that its significance vanishes when the Proportion of No-shows is at its high
level. The reason for this particular result might be related to the way that FAR assigns
the priorities in the waiting line for the different kind of patients.

Figure 6-3: Interaction diagram for Proportion of No-shows Vs. Cost Ratio when predicting
difference in number of unsatisfied patients between TAR and FAR for scenario 1

To complete this section about this first scenario it was considered convenient to provide
more details about the way that FAR and TAR compare.
Table 6-6 shows a detailed comparison of costs for the 16 cases when applying TAR and
when applying FAR for the best combination of W=5 and V=5. As shown in Table 6-6,
Doctor Overtime Cost is higher in FAR due to the fact that there are less patient unattended
in FAR because late patients are treated as walk-ins. This increment in cost is largely
compensated by a reduction in the idle time costs. It is interesting to see that in most of
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the cases, although Idle Time Costs are reduced, Patient Waiting Costs do not increase
significantly when using FAR.
The four cases in which TAR are better than FAR correspond, in general, to the increases
in cost due to overtime. It is logical that the high levels of the number of walk-in patients
bring this consequence. However it is not rational that this phenomenon is observed for
low values of the standard deviation of the time of service.
Table 6-6: Detailed comparison of costs for scenario 1

Cost Components

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) V5W5

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) TAR

# Scenario

Patient
Waiting Cost

Doctor Idle
Cost

$3.274
$2.724
$10.747
$3.523
$7.431
$8.021
$9.664
$6.982
$2.084
$2.189
$2.119
$4.142
$2.812
$1.540
$3.062
$2.206
$19.099
$19.099
$15.454
$23.461
$23.461
$34.022
$17.102
$23.576
$9.626
$10.626
$10.070
$16.193
$21.344
$18.028
$5.024
$9.700

$30.507
$56.460
$13.471
$58.439
$14.464
$28.929
$3.827
$27.743
$31.112
$69.053
$32.726
$88.982
$25.614
$62.474
$30.527
$61.055
$2.228
$2.457
$2.208
$2.913
$2.913
$4.457
$1.228
$6.293
$6.875
$7.283
$12.675
$19.351
$3.714
$3.025
$11.186
$22.372

Doctor
Total Session
Overtime Cost
Cost
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$717
$0
$0
$1.910
$2.319
$0
$0
$0
$21.819
$5.660
$14.196
$0
$0
$0
$0
$4.049
$7.494
$8.900
$17.799
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$33.781
$59.184
$24.218
$61.962
$21.896
$36.950
$13.492
$34.724
$33.196
$71.242
$34.845
$93.124
$28.426
$64.731
$33.589
$63.261
$23.237
$23.875
$17.662
$26.374
$26.374
$60.298
$23.990
$44.065
$16.501
$17.908
$22.745
$35.543
$29.107
$28.548
$25.109
$49.872

Continuing with the detailed analysis of scenario 1, Table 6-7 shows the detailed
comparison of the satisfaction indices for both rules systems. It happens that most of the
unsatisfied patients in TAR are those that are sent home due to their late arrival.
In contrast, no patient that arrives at the health service is left unattended in FAR. This
brings as a consequence that there is an increment of waiting time for some patients,
especially for walk-ins. Some of those patients have to wait even passing the total
scheduled time for the journey, causing the problem of overtime.
Table 6-7: Detailed comparison of satisfaction for scenario 1
Satisfaction Factor

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) V5W5

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) TAR

# Scenario

Scheduled
Satisfied

Walk-In
Satisfied

Total Satisfied

Scheduled
NOT Satisfied

Walk-In NOT
Satisfied

Total NOT
Satisfied

21
23
26
23
19
19
22
17
25
24
25
22
15
13
17
18
29
27
31
27
27
23
24
24
31
32
32
29
24
23
23
24

8
8
5
7
13
14
7
11
8
8
7
8
16
16
16
16
3
6
7
4
4
2
10
5
7
8
7
5
9
8
16
13

29
31
31
30
32
33
29
28
33
32
32
30
31
29
33
34
32
33
38
31
31
25
34
29
38
40
39
34
33
31
39
37

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
5
1
5
5
1
0
0
1
0
0
3
1
1
1
0

0
0
1
0
3
2
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
2
1
4
4
14
6
11
1
0
1
3
6
7
0
3

11
9
9
10
8
7
11
12
7
8
8
10
9
11
7
6
8
7
2
9
9
15
6
11
2
0
1
6
7
8
1
3
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Sent Home
NOT
Satisfied
11
9
8
10
5
5
8
8
7
8
8
10
9
11
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Getting deeper in this analysis, Table 6-8 shows the detailed comparison of waiting times
in two sections: gross waiting time (from arrival) and waiting time for the appointment.
The columns of the table are standardized in terms that TAR concept of early and on-time
patients are unified in the column of early patients. That is why the columns for on-time
patients appear with zeroes for TAR. Careful reading must be done of the column of
waiting time for late patients in TAR, since those patients are just not attended and their
appointments are rescheduled. It is clear from these results that too-early patients have to
wait longer times in FAR than in TAR. However these waiting times do not affect the
waiting time for the appointments. Therefore, these increased gross waiting times imply
little consequences in satisfaction neither in costs.
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Table 6-8: Detailed comparison of waiting times for scenario 1

Avg Wait Time Gross

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) V5W5

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) TAR

# Scenario

Early patient Avg
Wait Time Gross
6
6
18
7
5
9
10
5
4
4
4
9
5
4
5
4
32
28
26
35
35
30
15
11
22
24
24
30
30
22
10
13

On Time Paint
Avg Wait Time
Gross
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
4
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Late Paint
Avg Wait
Time Gross
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
8
7
10
10
6
6
3
4
3
2
5
6
5
3
4

Avarege Waiting Time
Walk In Early Paint Avg On Time Paint Late Paint Avg
Paint Avg WT after Apt WT after Apt
WT after Apt
Wait Time
Time
Time
Time
4
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
14
0
0
0
27
1
0
0
19
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
4
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
53
0
2
7
50
0
4
8
29
0
0
7
53
0
0
10
53
0
0
10
82
0
0
6
39
1
1
6
64
0
1
3
10
0
0
4
14
0
0
3
7
0
0
2
25
0
0
5
42
0
0
6
41
1
0
5
7
0
0
3
19
0
0
4

Total Average
Wait Time
after Apt
2
0
3
0
8
7
9
9
0
1
0
0
2
1
2
1
14
13
8
14
14
34
17
27
3
4
2
7
17
17
4
9

This is a consequence of the way that the cost and the satisfaction are computed. The
waiting cost is computed as a function of the time that scheduled patients have to wait after
their appointments. Similarly, the satisfaction of a scheduled patient (too-early or not) is
in terms of not having to wait more than once the mean service time.
Very interesting to also see Table 6-9 which describes the number of attended patients of
each type. First thing to see is that this simulation is based on the arrival of 40 patients for
each case.
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If the planned number of walk-ins is eight (four for each doctor), then the system assigns
32 appointments (16 for each doctor); similarly, if there are eight walk-ins for each doctor,
there would be 12 appointed patients for each doctor. As a consequence, the last column
of Table 6-9 has just 40’s for FAR while the total number of attended patients is
significantly lower in TAR. This is a natural consequence of the fact that FAR do not
reject late patients and that the system adapt to attend every patient that arrives to the health
service. The sum of the first two columns is about the same for both appointments systems,
but the total number of patients treated as walk-ins (actual walk-in plus late patients) is
much higher in FAR. This fact has the obvious consequences of longer waiting, better
server utilization and higher risk of needing overtime in each journey. However, it is
important to remember that in this section, it is considered only the worst scenario of no
change in the pattern of arrivals.
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Table 6-9: Detailed comparison of number of attended patients for scenario 1
The Quantity of Patients

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) V5W5

Firsr Scenario N(-15,20) TAR

# Scenario

Early Paint
Qty

On Time
Paint Qty

21
23
26
23
19
19
22
18
25
24
25
22
15
13
18
18
13
16
18
18
18
11
11
10
16
16
18
18
13
11
11
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
3
2
2
3
4
3
4
4
3
2
3
4
4
3

Late Paint Qty
Walk In Paint Qty Total Paitent
(FAR)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
12
11
12
12
10
9
11
12
12
11
12
9
9
9
11

8
8
6
7
16
16
10
14
8
8
7
8
16
16
16
16
8
8
8
8
8
16
16
16
8
8
8
8
15
15
16
16

29
31
32
30
35
35
32
32
33
32
32
30
31
29
34
34
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

To conclude the analysis of the first scenario it is important to say that Flexible
Appointment Rules has shown their worth even in the worst scenario where the
implementation of FAR does not cause any positive change in the pattern of arrivals.
The most important feature of FAR in this scenario is the criterion of treating late patients
as walk-ins. This policy implies a significant increment in the gross waiting time but a
negligible impact in the waiting time in reference to the appointment.
In counterpart, there is much better utilization of servers with contributes to better total
costs of the implementation of the appointment system.
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FAR showed also the superiority in terms of the satisfaction of patients. The most
important reason for that is the drastic reduction of the number of unattended. Besides, it
is important to highlight that, as expected, the size of the window is not an important factor
if its implementation does not imply a change in the pattern of arrivals. However, the use
of the overlap of appointment showed its worth. It is clear that there are different results
when applying different levels of the parameter V. Therefore, this parameter must be well
calibrated when FAR be applied in practice.
6.2 Results and Analysis of the Second Scenario
The second scenario corresponds to a positive change in the culture of punctuality of
patients. It is supposed now that there is a significant reduction in the variability of arrival
and certain conservative position of arriving earlier than the start of the window.
Particularly, this scenario implies the arrivals with a mean of 5 minutes before the start of
the window and standard deviation of 10 minutes.
In the previous scenario, the arrival pattern was a normal distribution with a mean of 15
minutes before the appointment and a standard deviation of 20 minutes. Now the pattern
of arrival will change as a function of the size of the window, particularly in the meantime
for arrival in reference to the appointments.
Since the performance of FAR is evaluated in this research for the values of 5 and 15
minutes for the size of the window, this implies that in this second scenario the mean time
of arrival is 10 and 20 minutes before the appointments, respectively.
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It is important to mention that the hypothetical change in the pattern of arrival is a
consequence of the impact that the implementation of FAR over the culture of punctuality.
Therefore, the performance of TAR is always the same for every scenario. The results of
FAR for the second scenario and TAR are described as follows.
Table 6-10 contains a comparison of the total costs for all the cases and the four possible
combinations of decision parameters for FAR against the corresponding results with TAR.
The first observation with the table is that a row of averages is added to compare the
average total cost of the 16 cases for the five strategies. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 illustrate the
mentioned comparisons in table 6-10.
It is clear that in this case, the use of the overlap of appointment does not bring major
differences in the responses. In contrast, the size of the window does represent a significant
factor with the circumstance. However, it is not clear which one of the given options of W
provides better responses. That is why the table contains the last two columns. One of
them identifies what value of W is associated with a better cost, and the other represents a
selection of the best scenario. This procedure is valid since the implementation of FAR in
practice must be done after the right calibration of parameters with optimization criterion.
It is interesting to analyze the column “Best W” of Table 6-10 since it shows some patterns.
The table has a particular pattern for the first eight cases and other pattern for the rest.
For the first eight cases, when sigma is low, it is better to have large values of the size of
the window when the Proportion of No-shows is low. Now, for the other two case, when
Sigma is high, it is better to have high levels of the size of the window when the Number
of Walk-ins is high.
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Similar to scenario 1, TAR outperform FAR when Sigma in the low value (5 minutes) and
the number of walk-ins is high (8 patients per doctor). Table 6-11 contains an ANOVA
for the comparison of TAR with the best combination of decision parameters of FAR for
this scenario. This table shows that the most important effects include the four principal
factors as well as two interactions, and it also shows that all these effects are significant.
These six effects provide a 94.61% of the total variability.
Since the interactions involve the factors A: Sigma, B: Number of Walk-ins, and D: Cost
Ratio. The analyses of those factors must be done carefully with iterations plots.
Meanwhile, the coefficient of the effect C: Proportion of No-shows has a positive
magnitude which means that FAR will take more advantage over TAR when the
proportion of No-shows is high.
Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 shows the interaction diagrams for the given combinations of
factors. Combining the information provided by the magnitude of C and the highest
responses seen in both figures, we reach the conclusion that FAR provides the highest
advantage over TAR when the different environmental parameters have the values
described in Table 6-12.
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Table 6-10: Total costs comparisons for Scenario 2

Scenario 1
Parameters for Scenario 1
Sigma # walk(service) ins

Case
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4
case 5
case 6
case 7
case 8
case 9
case 10
case 11
case 12
case 13
case 14
case 15
case 16

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8

Pn
10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20

Cost for Scenario 1
Flexible Appointment Rules
W=5
W=15
W=15
V=10
V=5
V10
21990
19742
18362
24996
23408
22128
19076
20057
19082
8741
28487
15141
51368
36785
39256
66587
56571
55551
27439
40924
39924
51429
38503
37703
54136
11601
54157
56627
14811
56627
54911
14895
46445
65397
19670
55315
48843
28794
58820
48521
30326
62929
52537
29289
53312
49310
38241
65950
43869.25
28256.5
43793.875

TAR

W=5
V=5
5
33780
26590
10
59184
24060
5
24217
20050
10
61961
16445
5
21895
52608
10
36949
71587
5
13491
37149
10
34724
37011
5
33196
15323
10
71241
17510
5
34845
17610
10
93123
23255
5
28425
21467
10
64730
27067
5
33588
14321
10
63261
20330
Averages 44288.13 27648.9375
CR

Best W Best Cost
15
21990
15
24060
5
19076
5
8741
15
51368
15
66587
5
27439
5
37011
15
15323
15
17510
15
17610
15
23255
5
21467
5
27067
5
14321
5
20330

100000
90000
80000

Total Cost

70000
60000

50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16

Case #
TAR m=-10

W=5,V=5

W=5,V=10

Figure 6-4 : Total Cost comparisons for Scenario 2 (W=5 minutes)
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Figure 6-5: Total Cost comparisons for Scenario 2 (W=15 minutes)

Table 6-11: ANOVA for difference in total costs between TAR and FAR for scenario 2

ANOVA
Effect
Sigma (A)
Pw (B)
Pn (C )
CR (D)
AB
BD
SSError
SSTotal

SS
DF
3469121651
3378777193
477411575
3185727585
1035761581
552708345
4158354283
1.2789E+10

1
1
1
1
1
1
9
15

MS
F
P Value
3469121651 7.50828158 0.01518481
3378777193 7.31274746 0.01632043
477411575 1.03327035 0.32550814
3185727585 6.89492677 0.01909109
1035761581 2.24171718 0.15507692
552708345 1.19623648 0.29132877
462039365
852582704

Figure 6-6: Interaction diagram for Number of Walk-ins Vs. Sigma when predicting difference in
total costs between TAR and FAR for scenario 2
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Figure 6-7: Interaction diagram for Number of Walk-ins Vs. Cost Ratio when predicting difference
in total costs between TAR and FAR for scenario 2
Table 6-12: Best combination of environmental parameters for applying FAR for scenario 2

Parameter
Sigma
Numer of Walk-ins
Proportion of No-shows
Cost Ratio

Best value
High
Low
High
High

In reference to the analysis that corresponds to the satisfaction of patients with the
appointment system, Table 6-13 contains the data of the number of unsatisfied patients for
each case and each strategy. In this case, it is possible to see that there is no strategy that
is uniformly better than the others. However, the combination of w=15 and v=5 provides
the lowest average and therefore this one is selected for performing the analysis of
variance. Once again, TAR show better responses for the cases of 5 to 8 that correspond
to the environmental parameters of a low value of Sigma and a high value of the Number
of Walk-ins.
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Table 6-13: Best combination of environmental parameters for applying FAR for scenario 2

Table 6-14 shows the ANOVA table for the difference in unsatisfied patients between
TAR and the selected strategy in FAR. The selected effects explain 71.31% of the
variability, however only the effects A: Sigma, B: Number of Walk-ins and the interaction
of these two factors are significant. Figure 6-7 shows the interaction diagram for the
selected factors. The conclusion here is that FAR works better when the Number of Walkins is in the high level and Sigma is also in the high level, regardless of the level of the
Proportion of No-shows and the Cost Ratio.
Table 6-14: ANOVA for difference in unsatisfied patients between TAR and FAR for scenario 2

Efeecto
Pw (B)
Sigma (A)
CR (D)
AB
AD
SSError
SSTotal

SS

DF
100
36
9
25
9
72
251

MS
F
P Value
1
100 13,8888889 0,00202494
1
36
5 0,04096896
1
9
1,25 0,2811394
1
25 3,47222222 0,08210411
1
9
1,25 0,2811394
10
7,2
15 16,7333333
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Figure 6-8: Interaction diagram for Number of Walk-ins Vs. Sigma when predicting difference in
unsatisfied patients between TAR and FAR for scenario 2

As a conclusion of this second scenario it is possible to say that FAR shows their worth
even the superiority of FAR over TAR is not uniform.
Contrary to the results of the first scenario where the size of the overlap (v) is a significant
factor while the size off the window is not, in the second scenario is upside down. Besides,
it is clear that the environmental factors have important influence on the selection of the
best configuration of FAR but it is not very clear how to guide the right calibration of
FAR. This implies that the calibration of FAR must be made specific to the combination
of environmental parameters of each real case.
6.3 Results and Analysis of the Third Scenario
The unique difference in the formulation between the second and the third scenario is that
patients are less conservative now and plan their arrivals to be at the start of the window.
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This means that the arriving time is 15 minutes before the appointment when the size of
the window is 15 minutes. It is clear that now there is a higher risk for the patient of being
late and that could imply higher risks of overtime for servers and augmented costs.
Table 6-15 contains the summary of total costs for the five strategies and scenario 3.
Figures 6-6 and 6-7 illustrate the mentioned comparisons in table 6-15. Once again, there
is no strategy that is uniformly better than others and again TAR is better in the four same
cases than TAR. From the strategies of FAR, the one that combines W=15 and V=5 is
selected for further comparisons since it implies the less average in the responses.
Table 6-15: Total costs comparisons for Scenario 3
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Figure (6-9): Total Cost comparisons for Scenario 3 (W=5 minutes)
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Figure (6-10): Total Cost comparisons for Scenario 3 (W=15 minutes)

Table 6-16 provides the corresponding ANOVA and indicates similar results than those
observed for scenario 2 with the unique difference that C: Proportion of No-shows is not
an important factor anymore.
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Table 6-17 provides the combination of levels of the four environmental factors where
FAR take more advantages in their implementation in this scenario for minimizing total
costs.
Table 6-16: ANOVA for difference in total costs between TAR and FAR for scenario 3

ANOVA
Effect
Sigma (A)
Pw (B)
Pn (C )
CR (D)
AB
BD
SSError
SSTotal

SS
DF
3469121651
3378777193
477411575
3185727585
1035761581
552708345
4158354283
1.2789E+10

MS
F
P Value
1 3469121651 8.34253509 0.01125757
1 3378777193 8.12527496 0.01215451
1 477411575 1.14807816 0.30088957
1 3185727585 7.66102975 0.01436069
1 1035761581 2.49079686 0.13536622
1 552708345 1.32915165 0.26699805
10 415835428
15 852582704

Table 6-17: Best combination of environmental parameters for applying FAR for scenario 3

Parameter
Sigma
Numer of Walk-ins
Proportion of No-shows
Cost Ratio

Best value
High (10)
Low (4)
Any
High (10)

The last analysis corresponds to the comparison of unsatisfied patients among the different
strategies. Table 6-18 gives the comparison of the five strategies for the sixteen cases for
this scenario. Once again, there appear the four cases where TAR is better than FAR and
again, there is no strategy uniformly better than others. However, one very particular detail
is that now the best global combination of decision parameters is W=5 and V=5, in contrast
to the selected combination for minimizing total costs.
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Table 6-18: Unsatisfied patients comparisons for Scenario 3

Scenario 3
Parameters for Scenario 3
Sigma # walk(service)
ins

Case
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4
case 5
case 6
case 7
case 8
case 9
case 10
case 11
case 12
case 13
case 14
case 15
case 16

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8

Cost for Scenario 3

Pn

CR

TAR

10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20
10
10
20
20

5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10
Averages

11
9
9
10
8
7
11
12
7
8
8
10
9
11
7
6
8.9375

Flexible Appointment Rules
W=5
W=15
V=10
V=5
7
3
4
7
7
5
2
8
14
10
16
15
9
14
12
13
9
5
7
5
7
1
5
4
11
6
12
6
12
6
10
7
9
7.1875

W=5
V=5
8
5
7
6
16
19
13
9
5
1
5
2
7
8
3
4
7.375

W=15
V10
3
5
3
1
10
14
12
12
7
8
2
0
12
13
9
11
7.625

Table 6-19 shows the corresponding ANOVA and Figure 6-8 shows the interesting
interaction diagram of effects A: Sigma and B: Number of Walk-ins. Only five effects
were selected for constructing the analysis of variance and, from them, only three were
significant. The diagram shows a very uncommon situation of crossed interaction. In this
particular case, the best results are found in two combinations of A and B, regardless of
the other two environmental parameters. Those combinations are A: Sigma at a high level,
with B: Number of Walk-ins at a low level; and the other, with the same factors at the
opposite level.
Table 6-2: ANOVA for the difference in unsatisfied patients between TAR and FAR for scenario 3
Efeecto
Pw (B)
Sigma (A)
CR (D)
Pn (C )
AB
SSError
SSTotal

SS

DF
76,5625
60,0625
10,5625
7,5625
33,0625
42,125
229,9375

MS
1
1
1
1
1
10
15

76,5625
60,0625
10,5625
7,5625
33,0625
4,2125
15,3291667

100

F
18,1750742
14,2581602
2,5074184
1,79525223
7,84866469

P Value
0,00068036
0,00183093
0,13416379
0,20023348
0,01341778

Figure 6-11: Interaction diagram for Number of Walk-ins Vs. Sigma when predicting difference in
unsatisfied patients between TAR and FAR for scenario 3
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that it is possible to obtain from this third scenario is very similar to the
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Chapter 7 : Conclusions and Recommendations

In this research, it has been proved that Flexible Appointment Rules, FAR, are important
options when planning appointment systems for outpatients. FAR contains four essential
features: overlap of multiple appointments, window of punctuality, the fact that late
patients are accepted as walk-ins, and the fact that the system manages the priorities in a
flexible way.
This final section is structured in three sections as follows. First it contains a summary of
this document and the research project behind. Then, a list of the contributions of this
research is presented and the last section refers to general recommendations and future
work.
7.1 Summary of the Thesis
Section 1.5 describes the outline of this thesis. Hence the goal of this section is to provide
a concise description of the process for completing the research and this thesis.
The researcher has developed a particular interest in developing Industrial Engineering
applications on Systems of Appointments. It was interesting to note that when scheduling
task in workshops and flow shops it was possible to have flexible due dates for the different
tasks. That is, instead of having a fix due date, it is possible to have a window of time
where the task can finish without incurring in any cost. Therefore, it emerged the idea of
having flexible appointment times for the dates. However, there is a huge difference
between tasks-machines and humans, since humans responses depend on behavior and
culture.
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Anyway, it was considered interesting to think about how to make the appointments
systems more flexible and that leads progressively to the adoption of the four main features
of FAR: overlap of multiple appointments, window of punctuality, the fact that late
patients are accepted as walk-ins, and the fact that the system manages the priorities in a
flexible way. This general idea sounded rational and it worth to prove it. The question
was how.
In the literature review phase of the research process it was clear that the appointment
system that fit the criteria of flexibility, as it was conceived here, has to deal with the
challenges of allowing walk-ins and no-shows; as well as having multiple parallel servers
and considering the problem of punctuality in the arrivals of patients from both
perspectives: early and late arrivals. It happens that it was not found any reference that
covered all these challenges and therefore, it was considered good idea to select the
appointment system that provided the best performance for most of the given challenges.
That is why Cayirli’s appointment system [11] was denominated the representative of
Traditional Appointment Rules (TAR) and selected as a benchmark for comparing the
performances of FAR and TAR.
It must be highlighted that an important part of the formulation that Cayirli et al [11] used
was implemented in this work. However that formulation was expanded to cover more
than one server and punctuality phenomena. Once the “challengers” were selected, there
appears the question about how to compare these two systems of appointments in a fair
way.
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It was clear that it was not possible to have actual data for comparing these strategies and
that it was necessary to compare them in a simulated way. Among the different paradigm
for simulation, Discrete Event Simulation was selected since it covered well the
requirements of the research. Now, it appears the problem of the right selection of
scenarios and the global plan of experimentation. First, as it was described within the body
of the thesis, the input variables were classified in scenarios, cases, and decision variables.
Scenarios refer to the hypothetical changes in patterns of arrivals of patients after the
implementation of the flexible concepts for appointments. Meanwhile, cases refers to
environmental conditions of the health service. Similarly, the decision variables are
related to the calibration of the window of punctuality and the overlap of appointments as
described within the thesis.
The scenarios were chosen thinking that the implementation of FAR could lead to positive
changes in the pattern of arrivals of patients, or at least, no change is observed. This
optimistic approach followed the following rationale:
1. Patients, normally, tend to arrive too early to avoid the risk of being late and losing
the appointment. In addition, if they know, through informal communication of the
features of the system of appointments, that other patients have the same time for
the appointment, they will try to arrive earlier than others.
In FAR, the patients know that arriving too early has no advantage and thus this
helps them plan out their trip, in order to arrive at the perfect time. That informal
knowledge is gained through the experience that individuals are obtaining and
converting in popular wisdom.
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2. Patients that estimate that will be late to appointments tend to decide not to go at
all, since the appointment will be lost anyway. In FAR, the patients know that they
can still be attended to as walk-ins if they arrive late.
3. It is expected that patients in the long run will begin to change their perception of
the time that they are required to arrive at, shifting their focus from the exact time
of the appointment, to the window of punctuality that they are supposed to operate
within. Therefore, in implementing FAR, the proportion of late arrivals is expected
to decrease.
Besides, the cases were selected to complete an exploratory design of experiments.
Therefore, the different factors were neutralized (evaluated at just one level) or controlled
with just two levels. It is clear that the objective of the experimental part could not be the
final configuration of the appointment system for these hypothetical cases but to show how
the designs parameters can be adjusted to the cases and how some parameters could affect
the performance of the system.
With those criteria the experimentation was performed and in generals terms it showed
that FAR represents an interesting possibility for planning appointments systems with the
given challenges.
7.2 Contributions
In addition to the “Contributions of this Research that is described in section 1.3, this
section adds up some contributions that follows the insights gained with this research.
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Let start with the overlap of appointments which has shown its worth in the first scenario.
It is not convenient to schedule simultaneous appointments when more than one server is
available if the pattern of arrivals of patients does not change after the implementation of
FAR. However, this design parameter showed also to be important when the culture of
punctuality changes as described in the other two scenarios.
Meanwhile, the window of punctuality has shown its worth when the patterns of arrival
do change to have less variability. This does not mean that FAR showed to be uniformly
better than TAR. It just means that if the culture of punctuality changes as expected, FAR
will be better.

However, the superiority of FAR must be proven after its actual

implementation.
In reference to the impact of window duration, it happens that it does not provide a
significant reduction on Total Cost, neither an increase of satisfied patients if the culture
of the patients about punctuality does not change after the introduction of the window
criteria. The right size of the window is also a matter of experimentation in actual
endeavors. Although, the results of the simulation show that windows of small sizes are
better in some cases and worse in others. The important message here is that the right size
of the window must be optimized based on the progressive and recursive tuning of this
decision parameter after its implementation.
The recommendation is to start with a window of ten (10) minutes to evaluate its impact
on punctuality and to use that information to obtain the optimal value of this and the other
design parameter. The rationale for this 10 minutes is related to the cultural fact that we
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tend to divide time in fractions of 5 minutes and to wait 10 minutes seems to be not too
little and not too much for our western culture.
Now, in reference to the right size of the overlap of appointments, it appears that in some
cases is better to have larger values of this parameter and in some cases it appears that this
parameter is not important. However, the recommendation is to begin the implementation
with an overlap of five (5) minutes and to let an optimization procedure determine its size.
The third essential feature of FAR, the fact that this appointment system allows late
patients to be treated as walk-ins is important to analyze. First, it is evident that this policy
implies that more patients would be attended in a journey and that means that the waiting
time would increase but the doctor utilization would also increase. The balance that FAR
manages is in general positive. However, there cases where FAR is not better than TAR
due to the fact that high cost are incurred because overtime.
The fourth essential feature of FAR is the dynamic assignment of priorities for patients.
Patients arrives too early are treated initially as walk-ins, but their priority can change if
the time for the start of the window has come. This fact allows a more flexible allocation
of the slots for attention of the patients, more efficiency and consideration of the time of
this type of patients.
It is important to mention that the analyses were made under the assumption that the
implementation of FAR could impact the pattern of arrivals of patients. However, it is
important to notice that it is also possible that this appointment system impacts also in the
reduction of the proportion of no-shows, and even in the change in proportion of walk-ins.
The reduction of patients that do not attend the appointment might be reduced since
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patients that expect to arrive late know that they still can be attended as walk-ins, avoiding
losing in this way their appointment day.
The proportion of persons that decide to enter the system as walk-ins might be reduced if
they have the expectance of having not to wait many days from the moment that they ask
for an appointment and the day that they assigned to. In contrast, the proportion of walkin patients might increase due to the reduction of no-shows that decide the same day of the
appointment to accept the condition of walk-in patient after arriving late.
Another possible consequence of implementing FAR is the reduction of the indirect time,
that is, the number of days between the appointment solicitude to the day that the system
assigns the appointment.

Again, this can only be determined after the system is

implemented and tuned.
7.3 Future work
This research is just a first step in the direction of the best configuration of FAR. It
considers a small set of scenarios that is far from meaning a complete exploration of
plausible scenarios. In the small sample of considered scenarios, it is observed that the
cost coefficients, the proportion of no-shows, the proportion of walk-in and the variability
in service time have significant impact on the selection of the two decision parameters.
However, it is convenient to perform a more exhaustive evaluation of the space of input
parameters. Among those input parameters, it is important to have better modeling of the
time of arrival of patients in reference to the appointment after the implementation of a
punctuality window. In addition, it is important to evaluate the impact of the number of
available doctors since that factor was neutralized to the value of two in this research. The
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number two was selected because is the minimum number for simultaneous appointments.
It is expected that the advantage of using overlap of appointments will become even clearer
for more servers. Anyway, that is subject of further research.
Another issue that must be considered in further research is the actual impact on the
punctuality pattern when a window of punctuality is introduced. In fact, the definition of
the duration of the window must rely fundamentally in cultural aspects about punctuality.
Once this definition is made, it might happen that different distributions of arrivals appear,
with new mean and standard deviations. Hence, it is recommended that this line of
research continues making experimentation over actual process to evaluate changes in
distribution of arrivals, and changes in statistics of performance of FAR.
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Appendix 1: Programming of Operations in the Proceeding Logic
In the proposed model, there are 12 operations in the proceeding logic, with each
operation having its own routing table. The entire processes, including all the
operations for the entire model are explained in this index.

Operation One:
IF attr_No_Show=1 THEN Inc No_Show_Counter
Else Inc Extra_Paint_Counter
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Operation Two:
// Assigns Appointment Times
Inc Sch_PAINT_Counter
attr_Patient_ID=Sch_PAINT_Counter
attr_Appoint_Time=Array_Appt_Table[Sch_PAINT_Counter,Arrival_Table_No]
IF Arrival_Time_Table_No=1 THEN
attr_Arrival_Time=Array_Arrival_Table_15_20[Sch_PAINT_Counter,Arrival_Table_No]
IF Arrival_Time_Table_No=2 THEN
attr_Arrival_Time=Array_Arrival_Table_10_10[Sch_PAINT_Counter,Arrival_Table_No]
IF Arrival_Time_Table_No=3 THEN
attr_Arrival_Time=Array_Arrival_Table_20_10[Sch_PAINT_Counter,Arrival_Table_No]
IF Arrival_Time_Table_No=4 THEN
attr_Arrival_Time=Array_Arrival_Table_5_10[Sch_PAINT_Counter,Arrival_Table_No]
IF Arrival_Time_Table_No=5 THEN
attr_Arrival_Time=Array_Arrival_Table_15_10[Sch_PAINT_Counter,Arrival_Table_No]
// Selects No Show Patients
L3:
Inc Sch_No_Show_Row // 1 thru 10
If attr_Patient_ID=Array_No_Show_Table[Sch_No_Show_Row,Arrival_Table_No] Then
attr_No_Show=1
If Sch_No_Show_Row<40 Then GOTO L3
Sch_No_Show_Row=0
//Select_No_Show=Rand(1+Total_Qty_Reccomd_Paint)
//If Select_No_Show<=Qty_No_Show Then attr_No_Show=1 // Tags no shoes
// pause
If attr_Appoint_Time=0 or attr_No_Show=1 Then Route 2 // Exits no shoes and
extra scheduled paintents
Else Route 1

Operation Three:
// Pause
L1:
If Clock()<attr_Arrival_Time Then
{
Wait 1
GOTO L1
}
Screen_Arrival_Time=attr_Arrival_Time
//Wait Until CLOCK()>attr_Arrival_Time
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Operation Four:
//

Assigns Appointment Times

attr_Arrival_Time=RAND(1+Scheduled_Session_End_Time)
If attr_Arrival_Time<0 Then attr_Arrival_Time=0

Operation Five:
L1:
If Clock()<attr_Arrival_Time Then
{
Wait 1
GOTO L1
}

Operation Six:
attr_Arrival_Time=Clock()
Inc Patient_Counter_In
attr_patient_no=Patient_Counter_In
If ENTITY()=Scheduled_Patient Then
{
attr_Minutes_Early=attr_Appoint_Time-attr_Arrival_Time
If attr_Minutes_Early<0 Then // Patient is Late
{
attr_Arrival_Cat=3 // Late
If Model_Far=1 Then attr_Appoint_Time=999 // send in under
walk-in priority
GOTO L1
}
IF attr_Minutes_Early>=0 and attr_Minutes_Early<Window_of_Punctuality
Then attr_Arrival_Cat=2 // On Time
Else attr_Arrival_Cat=1 // Too Early
}
If ENTITY()=Walk_In_Patient Then attr_Arrival_Cat=4
L1:
If ENTITY()=Walk_In_Patient THEN attr_Appoint_Time=999
time

//

used to calc wait

Array_Ind_Paint_Appt_Info[attr_patient_no,1]=Patient_Counter_In
Array_Ind_Paint_Appt_Info[attr_patient_no,2]=Clock()
Array_Ind_Paint_Appt_Info[attr_patient_no,3]=attr_Appoint_Time
Array_Ind_Paint_Appt_Info[attr_patient_no,9]=attr_Scheduled_Sequence
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Operation Seven:
If Entity()=Walk_In_Patient Then Inc No_WalkIn_in_Waiting_Room
If ENTITY()=Scheduled_Patient Then Graphic 3
If Model_Far=0 And attr_Arrival_Cat=3 Then
{
Array_Ind_Paint_Appt_Info[attr_patient_no,8]=attr_Arrival_Cat
Route 4
Return
}
attr_Patient_Wait_Start_Time=Clock()

If ENTITY()=Scheduled_Patient and attr_Arrival_Cat=1 And
No_WalkIn_in_Waiting_Room>0 Then // Too early with Walk-Ins
{
WAIT Until attr_Appoint_Time-Window_of_Punctuality Or
No_WalkIn_in_Waiting_Room=0
}
If No_of_Doctors=1 Then Route 1
If No_of_Doctors=2 Then Route 2
If No_of_Doctors=3 Then Route 3

Operations Eight and Nine:

IF Service_Std_Trigger=5 THEN attr_Service_Time=Service_Time_LogN_Mean_15_Std_5
If Service_Std_Trigger=10 Then attr_Service_Time=Service_Time_LogN_Mean_15_Std_10
WAIT attr_Service_Time
Array_Ind_Paint_Appt_Info[attr_patient_no,7]=attr_Service_Time
Array_Ind_Paint_Appt_Info[attr_patient_no,8]=attr_Arrival_Cat
Inc Tot_Patients_Seen
Patient_Service_Time_Total_Time=Patient_Service_Time_Total_Time+attr_Service_Time
Patient_Service_Time_Average=Patient_Service_Time_Total_Time/Tot_Patients_Seen
attr_already_seen=1
Inc All_Patient_WT_Qty
// Gross Waiting Time from Arrival
All_Patient_WT_Total_Gross=All_Patient_WT_Total_Gross+attr_Patient_Wait_Time
All_Patient_WT_Avg__Gross=All_Patient_WT_Total_Gross/All_Patient_WT_Qty
// Waiting Time after Appointment Time
If Entity()=Walk_In_Patient Then attr_seen_minus_appt_time=attr_Patient_Wait_Time
All_Patient_WT_Total_vs_Apt=All_Patient_WT_Total_vs_Apt+attr_seen_minus_appt_time
All_Patient_WT_Avg_vs_Apt=All_Patient_WT_Total_vs_Apt/All_Patient_WT_Qty
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Continue the Eighth and Ninth Operations:

If Entity()=Scheduled_Patient Then
BEGIN
Inc No_Schedule_Patients_Seen
If attr_Arrival_Cat=1 Then // Early Arrival
BEGIN
Inc Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Qty
// Gross Waiting Time from Arrival
Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_Gross=Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_Gross+attr_Patient_
Wait_Time
Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_Gross=Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_Gross/Early_Sch_Paint
_WT_Qty
//

Waiting Time after Appointment Time

Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_vs_Apt=Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_vs_Apt+attr_seen_m
inus_appt_time
Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_vs_Apt=Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_vs_Apt/Early_Sch_Pai
nt_WT_Qty
END
If attr_Arrival_Cat=2 Then // On Time Arrival
BEGIN
Inc Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Qty
// Gross Waiting Time from Arrival
Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_Gross=Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_Gross+attr_Patien
t_Wait_Time
Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_Gross=Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_Gross/Ontime_Sch_Pa
int_WT_Qty
//

Waiting Time after Appointment Time

Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_vs_Apt=Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_vs_Apt+attr_seen
_minus_appt_time
Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_vs_Apt=Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Total_vs_Apt/Ontime_Sch_
Paint_WT_Qty
END
If attr_Arrival_Cat=3 Then // Late Arrival
BEGIN
Inc Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Qty
// Gross Waiting Time from Arrival
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Continue the Eighth and Ninth Operations:

Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Total_Gross=Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Total_Gross+attr_Patien
t_Wait_Time
Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Avg_Gross=Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Total_Gross/Late_Sch_Pait
ent_WT_Qty
// Waiting Time after Appointment Time
Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Total_vs_Apt=Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Total_vs_Apt+attr_Pati
ent_Wait_Time
Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Avg_vs_Apt=Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Total_vs_Apt/Late_Sch_Pa
itent_WT_Qty
END
END
If Entity()=Walk_In_Patient Then
BEGIN
Inc No_walk_In_Patients_Seen
Inc Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Qty
Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Total=Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Total+attr_Patient_Wait_Time
Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Avg=Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Total/Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Qty
// Used for display purpose only
Dummy_Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Total=Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Total
Dummy_Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Avg=Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Avg
END

Operation Ten:
Inc Patient_Counter_Out
If ENTITY()=Late_Paitent_Sent_Home Then
{
Inc Late_Patient_Sent_Home_Counter
Inc No_Sent_Home_Patient_NOT_Satisfied
}
// Entity Satisfaction Calcs
If Entity()=Scheduled_Patient Then
{
If
attr_seen_minus_appt_time>attr_Service_Time*Sched_Paint_Satisfaction_
Factor Then Inc No_Sched_Paint_Not_Satisfied
Else Inc No_Sched_Paint_Satisfied
}
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Continue the tenth Operation:

If Entity()=Walk_In_Patient Then
{
If
attr_Patient_Wait_Time>attr_Service_Time*WalkIn_Patient_Satisfaction_Fac
tor Then Inc No_Walk_Ins_NOT_Satisfied
Else Inc No_Walk_Ins_Satisfied
}
Total_Satisfied=No_Sched_Paint_Satisfied+No_Walk_Ins_Satisfied+No_Sent_H
ome_Patient_Satisfied
Total_NOT_Satisfied=No_Sched_Paint_Not_Satisfied+No_Walk_Ins_NOT_Satisfi
ed+No_Sent_Home_Patient_NOT_Satisfied

// End Model & export results
If Patient_Counter_Out=Desired_Schedule_Paint_per_Doc*No_of_Doctors Then
BEGIN
Model_End_Time=CLOCK()
Doc_Idle_Time_Total=(Model_End_Time*No_Doctors)Patient_Service_Time_Total_Time
Doc_Idle_Time_Average=Doc_Idle_Time_Total/Tot_Patients_Seen
SET=SET
Model_End_minus_Scheduled_End_Time=Model_End_Time-SET
//Scheduled_Session_End_Time
If Model_End_minus_Scheduled_End_Time>0 Then
Doctor_OVER_Time_Total=Model_End_minus_Scheduled_End_Time// Model ends
after Scheduled End
Else Doctor_OVER_Time_Total=0

Doctor_OVER_Time_Average=Doctor_OVER_Time_Total/Tot_Patients_Seen
Paitent_Wait_Cost=All_Patient_WT_Total_Gross*Patient_Wait_Cost
Doctor_IDLE_Cost=Doc_Idle_Time_Total*(Patient_Wait_Cost*Doc_vs_Patient_C
ost_Ratio)
Doctor_OVER_Cost=Doctor_OVER_Time_Total*(Doc_Over_vs_Idle_Ratio*Patient_
Wait_Cost*Doc_vs_Patient_Cost_Ratio)
Total_Session_Cost=Paitent_Wait_Cost+Doctor_IDLE_Cost+Doctor_OVER_Cost
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Continue the tenth Operation:

Array_Model_Results[1,1]=No_of_Doctors
Array_Model_Results[2,1]=Desired_Schedule_Paint_per_Doc
Array_Model_Results[3,1]=Qty_Scheduled_Patients_per_Doc
Array_Model_Results[4,1]=Qty_No_Show_Patients
Array_Model_Results[5,1]=Qty_Walk_In_patients
Array_Model_Results[6,1]=Patient_Wait_Cost
Array_Model_Results[7,1]=Window_of_Punctuality
Array_Model_Results[8,1]=Patient_Service_Time_Average
Array_Model_Results[9,1]=Model_Far
Array_Model_Results[10,1]=Scheduled_Session_End_Time
Array_Model_Results[11,1]=Model_End_Time
Array_Model_Results[12,1]=All_Patient_WT_Avg__Gross
Array_Model_Results[13,1]=Doc_Idle_Time_Average
Array_Model_Results[14,1]=Doctor_OVER_Time_Average
Array_Model_Results[15,1]=Average_Service_Time_for_SET_Calc
Array_Model_Results[16,1]=End_of_Day_Planned_idle_Time
Array_Model_Results[17,1]=No_Schedule_Patients_Seen
Array_Model_Results[18,1]=No_walk_In_Patients_Seen
Array_Model_Results[19,1]=Tot_Patients_Seen
Array_Model_Results[20,1]=Late_Patient_Sent_Home_Counter
Array_Model_Results[21,1]=Doc_Over_vs_Idle_Ratio
Array_Model_Results[22,1]=Doc_vs_Patient_Cost_Ratio
Array_Model_Results[23,1]=Total_Session_Cost
Array_Model_Results[24,1]=Doctor_OVER_Time_Total
Array_Model_Results[25,1]=Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_Gross
Array_Model_Results[26,1]=Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_Gross
Array_Model_Results[27,1]=Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Avg_Gross
Array_Model_Results[28,1]=Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Avg
Array_Model_Results[29,1]=Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Qty
Array_Model_Results[30,1]=Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Qty
Array_Model_Results[31,1]=Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Qty
Array_Model_Results[32,1]=Walk_In_Paitent_WT_Qty
Array_Model_Results[33,1]=All_Patient_WT_Qty
Array_Model_Results[34,1]=Early_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_vs_Apt
Array_Model_Results[35,1]=Ontime_Sch_Paint_WT_Avg_vs_Apt
Array_Model_Results[36,1]=Late_Sch_Paitent_WT_Avg_vs_Apt
Array_Model_Results[37,1]=All_Patient_WT_Avg_vs_Apt
Array_Model_Results[38,1]=No_Sched_Paint_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[39,1]=No_Walk_Ins_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[40,1]=Total_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[41,1]=No_Sched_Paint_Not_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[42,1]=No_Walk_Ins_NOT_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[43,1]=Total_NOT_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[44,1]=Sched_Paint_Satisfaction_Factor
Array_Model_Results[45,1]=WalkIn_Patient_Satisfaction_Factor
Array_Model_Results[46,1]=No_Sent_Home_Patient_NOT_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[47,1]=No_Sent_Home_Patient_Satisfied
Array_Model_Results[48,1]=Service_Std_Trigger
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Array_Model_Results[49,1]=Paitent_Wait_Cost
Array_Model_Results[50,1]=Doctor_IDLE_Cost
Array_Model_Results[51,1]=Doctor_OVER_Cost
// Pause
STOP
END

Operation 11 and 12:
WAIT 500 hr
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Appendix 2: Cayirli Appointment Scheduling Tool (Excel Model Validation)

Patients/Doctor


Patients/Doctor


Patients/Doctor


Patients/Doctor
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Appendix 2: Cayirly Appointment Scheduling Tool (Excel Model Validation)
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Appendix 3: Promodel Overview
ProModel is a powerful, Windows-based simulation tool for simulating and analyzing
production systems of all types and sizes. ProModel provides the perfect combination of
ease-of-use and complete flexibility and power for modeling nearly any situation, and its
realistic animation capabilities make simulation come to life.
ProModel provides engineers and managers the opportunity to test new ideas for system
design or improvement before committing the time and resources necessary to build or alter
the actual system. ProModel focuses on issues such as resource utilization, production
capacity, and inventory levels. By modeling the important elements of a production system
such as resource utilization, system capacity, and production schedules, the user can
experiment with different operating strategies and designs to achieve the best results.
As a discrete event simulator, ProModel is intended primarily for modeling discrete part
manufacturing systems, although process industries can be modeled by converting the bulk
material into discrete units such as gallons or barrels. In addition, ProModel is designed to
model systems where system events occur mainly at definite points in time. Typical
applications for using ProModel include Assembly lines, Job Shops, Transfer lines, JIT
(Kanban systems), Flexible Manufacturing Systems, and Supply chain logistics.
With ProModel's convenient modeling constructs and graphical user interface, model
building is quick and easy. All the user do is define how his particular system operates,
mostly through part flow and operation logic. Automatic error and consistency checking
help ensure that each model is complete prior to simulation.
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
First Scenario (Table 1 to 16) When N (-15,10) , W= 5 minutes

First Scenario (Table 17 to 32) When N (-15, 10), W= 5 minutes
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
First Scenario (Table 33 to 48) When N (-15, 10), W= 5 minutes

First Scenario (Table 17 to 32) When N (-15, 10), W=15 minutes
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
First Scenario (Table 33 to 48) When N (-15, 10), W=15 minutes

Second Scenario (Table 1 to 16) When N (-10, 10)
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
Second Scenario (Table 17 to 48) When N (-10, 10)

Second Scenario (Table 33 to 48) When N (-10, 10)
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
Second Scenario (Table 1 to 16) When N (-20,10)

Second Scenario (Table 17 to 32) When N (-20,10)
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
Second Scenario (Table 33 to 48) When N (-20,10)

Third Scenario (Table 1 to 16) When N (-5, 10)
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
Third Scenario (Table 17 to 32) When N (-5, 10)

Third Scenario (Table 33 to 48) When N (-5, 10)
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
Third Scenario (Table 1 to 16) When N (-15, 10)

Third Scenario (Table 17 to 32) When N (-15, 10)
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Appendix 4: Appointment Table Number and Symbol Identification for All Cases
Third Scenario (Table 33 to 48) When N (-15, 10)
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